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TEMPO TWO - SPRING 1991 - PEARCEDALE 

With a new season upon us, we are looking forward to one of the best flowering seasons we have had from two points. We have so many 
new Iris to flower, both in new imports and exciting seedlings flowering for the first time and because the season has been kind for Iris growing. 
Not too wet, yet warm enough to give long autumn growth and just a few frosts to stimulate good spring bloom. If you would like to see the largest 
display of Iris in Australia and one of the biggest collections anywhere in the world, come and visit Tempo Two in the spring. The dwarfs and 
medians begin flowering in late September through October. The peak bloom for the Tall Beardeds is atthe end of October and early November. 
Don't forget to put on some old shoes as the Iris are field grown and if it is a bit wet, good shoes can be ruined. The gardens are open from 
9 a.m. to 6 p.m. each day during bloom. 

We have had sbme success again with some of our Iris winning awards overseas apart from Australian awards. The most notable was the 
variety Knighted, raised by our son Tim, winning third prize in the Primo Firenze competition in Italy. Two varieties, In Town and Witch's Wand 
won H.M's in the American awards system. At home, the most notable was the siberian variety Coolabah won the inaugural Ira Wood award 
for the best Australian raised siberian Iris. 

We hope you enjoy this catalogue, but if you can find no use for it, pass it on to a gardening friend. Have a happy spring in your barden. 

TALL BEARDED IRIS 
NEW INTRODUCTION FOR 1991/92 

BILLOWS (Blyth 91 Aust) E-EM 32"-34". Very broad, ruffled and wide is this beautiful 
pastel plicata. Standards are creamy white with a smoky rose-tan infusion; falls are bright 
white with a 1/," edging of smoky rose stitching right around petals. Beards are pale lemon. 
Branching is good , though sometimes a bit tight. It is very weather resistant and takes the 
early spring storms better than most. We love it. (Rain Flurry X Barna Berry) Sdlg 
W62-A. $25.00 

CHOCOLATE VANILLA (Blyth 91 Aust) VVE-EM. 34". Opening very early in the season, 
in fact with the dwarf bearded, is th is unique colour break in the Iris spectrum. It is a 
chocolate brown amoena. Standards are creamy white ; falls are chocolate brown 
changing to bronze after a couple of days. Beards are deep brown. Form is excellent, wide, 
ruffled and full with high bud count, often up to 1 O buds. It is also proving to be an exciting 
parent with lots of unexplored potential. (Touch of Bronze x Beach Girl) X ((Inca Queen x 
(Tranquil Star x (Love Chant x Festive Skirt))) x Amber Snow) Sdlg X108·1. $30.00 

HOLIDAY LOVER (Blyth 91 Aust) M-ML38". A self of rose pink to rose wine pink; beards 
are fuzzy deep orange. It gives a spectacular deep rose effect from a distance. Branching 
is super, every stem is a show winner. Much liked by garden visitors. (Danceman X Mulled 
Wine) Sdlg W131 ·A. $25.00 

KARAM IN KA (Caldwell 91 Aust) E-M 36"·38". This has been a popular Iris as a seedling 
in Rita Caldwell's garden and in the trial garden. It is a self of medium ginger brown with 
tan beards tipped yellow. A bright sparkly Iris with lots of buds giving a long season and 
a pedigree that could give plicatas, bicolours and selfs. (Caramba x ((((Lilac Champagne 
x Sunset Snows) x (Sunset Snows x Campus Flirt)) x (Barcelona x Outer Limits) x Spanish 
Gift))) HC 90. $25.00 

LEGATO (Blyth 91 Aust) M-ML 28". The name is a musical term meaning smooth or 
gl iding. This a vibrant metallic orange that is very smooth with brill iant orange beards and 
excellent show branching . ltwon the Norman Caldwell award last season in the trial garden 
for the best garden Iris. It is a good parent giving pl icatas and lovely orange shades. (Latin 
Lark X (Edna·s Wish x Orangerie)) HM 90. Sdlg X1 40·2. $30.00 

PAINTED BLUE (Blyth 91 Aust) EM·L 36". This is a magnificent wide ruffled flower, the 
epitome of what we like in form. Colour is deep blue violet with blue beards . All facets of 
its branching and growth are excellent. (Swirling Seas X Pledge Allegiance) Sdlg 
V84-A. $30.00 

SERENGETI (Blyth 91 Aust) M-L 34". This Iris is a delightful surprise towards the end of 
the season. Standards are light tan to honey tan ; falls are mulberry rose to burgundy, very 
flaring. Beards are tangerine orange. Lovely branching and flower placement. A strong 
musky fragrance is noticeable (Street Dancer X London Lord) Sister to Curacao. Sdlg 
V101 ·4. $30.00 

SNOW D'OR (Blyth 91 Aust) E-EM 34". A delightful garden Iris as well as a good parent. 
This amoena is a prolific grower and quickly makes a clump. Standards are white with a 
little lemon at midrib; falls are mustard yellow with a 'I<" white edge down sides of petals. 
Beards are orange. Fluted and waves petals. It has a nice perfume. (Alpine Journey x 
Beachgirl) X (Tomorrows Child x ((Champagne Snow xChimbolam) xChinese Treasure)) 
Sdlg X130·1. $25.00 

Happy gardening 
Barry and Lesley 

SOARING (Blyth 91 Aust) M-ML 40". Tall and stately is this lovely pastel Iris.Standards 
are lemon cream, ruffled ; falls are pastel blue. Form is flared, and ruffled . Excellent 
branching and a nice light perfume. (Fly to Vegas X Dutch Girl) Sdlg U108-A. $25.00 

SPRiNG CHILD (Blyth 91 Aust) EM 36". A delightful self of light sky blue with white 
beards. Form is perfection, being wide, flared and ruffled with 4 flowering points at least, 
well spaced and of show proportions. It has a light perfume. (Perfect Couple X Pledge 
Allegiance) Sdlg V71-A. $25.00 

TONGUE TWISTER (Blyth 91 Aust) Border Bearded. E-M 24". Brill iant coral pink with 
gold hafts. Standards are erect and with a twist. This allows us to see the fabulous bushy 
vibrant saturn red beards completely . Such a showy Iris only reaching 2 feet in height. 
Good grower for a border Bearded. (Catalyst x Academy Awards) X Flaming Victory. 
Sdlg X100·1. $20.00 

TOWN GOSSIP (Blyth 91 Aust) M-ML 38". This pulls you from afar, it is so bright with its 
iridescence. Standards are icy lavender, ruffled and full; falls are plush velvety violet black 
with 'I<" edge of bright lilac to violet. Beards are bright red. An iridescence comes from the 
flower that is hard to describe. Some show branching. (Sooner Serenade X London Lord) 
Sdlg U101-1 . HC 90. $25.00 

NEW DWARF BEARDED IRIS FOR 1991 

ACID PRINT (Blyth 91 Aust) SOB EML 14". A dwarf plicata that is vibrant and makes a 
quick display. Standards are cream overlaid rose in muted or washed tones; falls are bright 
lemon, with bright rose plicata markings on hafts and half way down falls . Tangerine 
beards. Lots offlowers. It is fertile and has an interesting pedigree coming from an IB. (Logo 
X ((Sniffs and Sneezes x Hammered Copper) x Ashanti)) Sdlg X44-A. $10.00 

CUPFULL (Blyth 91 Aust) SOB VVE-VE 14".This is an extremely early variety being well 
out here in mid September. It is a light creamy apricot with slightly deeper falls . Beautiful 
rounded falls like 3 coins. Erect standards let us see the light lavender beards. A super little 
Iris. Sister to Impish and Wanderer. ((Oladi x Fifi) X (Peach Eyes x Kandi Moon)) 
Sdlg X25·2. $15.00 

ESOTERIC (Blyth 91 Aust) SOB 15" VE-E. This makes a super cushion like dump, 
displaying itself so well . Standards are beige cream with a pink cast; falls are cream with 
a white area below the tangerine beards. This outer 'I<" of the beards are lavender. Sister 
to Smoky Pieces. (Yippee X Camarilla) Sdlg X31 ·5. $12.50 

FIBBER (Blyth 91 Aust) SOB M-ML 10"·12''. A pastel apricotplicata that is an excellent 
garden variety showing itself off so well . It is pale peach with apricot stitching and a white 
area below the white tipped tangerine beards. ((Oladi x Fifi) X Tricks) Sdlg X26-1 . $8.00 

IMPISH (Blyth 91 Aust) M-VL 14". A difficult colour to describe. A creamy smoky pastel 
salmon with a fine blue line down each fall below very bright blue lavender beards. These 
beards are quite striking and make the combination. Form is flared and rounded (Sister to 
Cupfull) Sdlg X25-10. $15.00 

MELODIC (Blyth 91 Aust)SDB M-ML 14"·15".A graceful and stylish little Iris. Standards 
are smoky peach, falls are similar with a bluish rose thumbprint on each. Beards are 
lavender blue and tangerine in throat. Lovely branching for a dwarf. (otadi X (Peach Eyes 
x Kandi Moon)) Sdlg X8-2. $12.50 



MOONDAWN (Blyth 91 Aust) SOB VE-E 13".A subtle blend of colours that many have 
liked since it first bloomed. Standards are grey, infused tan; falls are similar, but with rosy 
brown hafts and a fine blue line down each fall. Beards are lavender blue with tangerine 
in throat. The pattern gives a starred effect when in a clump. It's pretty. It has a light 
perfume. (Peach Eyes x Kandi Moon) X ((Cupids Cup x Tiger Rouge) x Capricornia) 
Sdlg X23-1. $10.00 

SMOKY PIECES (Blyth 91 Aust) SOB VVE-VE 12". The first dwarf out for us opening on 
Sept. 5th. It is a smoky lavender slate with a lavender flash below the tangerine beards, 
the outer 11.- being lavender. It flowers so evenly over the clump making a great display. 
It has a sweet perfume. (Yippee X Camarilla) Sdlg X31-4. $8.00 

WANDERER (Blyth 91 Aust) SOB 11'-12" E-M. Totally different from its sisters Cupfull 
and Impish. The standards are light champagne cream beige; falls are light cocoa coffee 
cream with flaring form displaying the very vibrant lavender beards. Rounded coin like 
form. Sdlg X25-9. $12.50 

NEW ARILBRED 

BEN SALAH (Fankhauser91 Aust).AB ('/2) E 30". A new arilbred from Sam Fankhauser. 
The standards are lavender, veined and splashed deeper lavender; falls are buff yellow 
overlaid tan with some deeper brown fine dotting on the hafts.alls. Brown beards. (imam 
Salah XAB-11-60-A) . $20.00 

TALL BEARDED IRIS - GENERAL LISTING 

ADMIRALS CHOICE. (Roderick 86 USA) ML 32". Lots of ruffles as blue Iris usually are. 
Colour is sea lavender blue with white patterning on falls below yellow tipped white beards. 
((Cherished Memory x Wedding Vow) X Ruffled Ballet). $20.00 

AFTERNOON DELIGHT (Ernst 85 USA) M 36". Standards are golden tan, dosed and 
ruffled; falls are rosy lavender edged in a 1/, rim of the standard colour. Gold shoulders and 
light lace finish the flower and make it a delightful pastel blend. ((Countryman x Outreach) 
X (Mary Frances x Lombardy)). HM '89. $10.00 

ALPINE JOURNEY (Blyth 84 Aust) E-EM 38". Standards are snow white, dosed and 
ruffled. Falls are golden yellow, wide and lilting. Beards are golden yellow. branching and 
budcount are super. Being an early blooming variety it makes a spectacular show in the 
early part of the season. (Tranquil Star x (Love Chant x Festive Skirt)). A half sister to 
Beachgirl. HC 83, HM 84, AM 86, HM Florence 87. $9.00 

ALTRUIST (Schreiner 87 USA) EM 3T'. Cool azure blue shadings lighten to chalk white 
along the midribs and around the beards. Ruffled and fluted petals emit a soft 
effervescence, yet the substance is very heavy. A fresh and exciting Iris that will be a sure 
winner in the garden and on the show bench. (Involved Victoria Falls Sdlg X Tide's ~-~- ~~ 
AMBER SNOW (Blyth 87) VE-E 36". The whitest standards we have seen on an apricot 
amoena. Pure snow white standards ; rich apricot falls and bright tangerine beards. An 
ideal early show Iris with lilting ruffled form and 3 to 4 flowers out at once. It makes a terrific 
clump in the garden with plenty of increase. Superl (Alpine Journey X Beach Girl) 
~88. ~00 

AMBIENCE (Blyth 84 Aust) E-M-L 36"-38". Standards are pure white, closed and 
ruffled. Falls are magenta rose with precise 'I, edge of white. A few white lines around 
tangerine beards set things off. Very flared and ruffled form. Good grower. (Kings Cloak 
x Curvacious). HC 85. $8.00 

AMERICAN BEAUTY (Shoop SS USA) M 34". Standards are ruffled white; falls are light 
blue with deeper veining . Bright red beards enhance the lovely blooms. Easy grower. 
(Delphi sib X Lucky Locket) . $10.00 

AMOUR (Corlew 85 USA) ML 32''. Softest dusty pink standards and a 1
/, band of the 

same colour around the white falls set off with soft pink beards. Delightfully ruffled 
form. $9.00 

AND ROYAL (Blyth 90 Aust) VE-M 36". We think this is one of the best Iris we have ever 
raised. It is a super, early show winning variety as well as making a great display in the 
garden. Standards are oyster shell to off white; falls are rosy violet and are ruffled and 
waved with precision. Beards are bright gold. (Street Dancer X Shine on Wine) . $25.00 

ANNA BELLE BABSON (Hager 85 USA) M 36". Super ruffled and fluted deep pink self 
including beards. Great branching and growth habits. Should be good coming from Beverly 
Sills (Beverly Sills X Wings of Dreams) HM 87, AM 89. $12.50 

ANN SHAVER (Shaver 84 USA) M-L Rebloomer 36". Ruffled medium lavender blue 
with slightly lighter falls; lavender beards. A pretty Iris. (Bright Cloud x Bright & Bold) x 
(Prince Indigo x Berceuse). $10.00 

ARDOR (Ghio 87 USA) L-VL 32". A delightful coral infused with orange; tangerine 
beards. Frilled and ruffled blooms give a mass of flowers late in the season. (Just Married 
X (Creme de Creme x Sdlg 78-202Y). $15.00 

AUTOGRAPH (Lulhn 86 USA) EM 34". The dark navy blue beards on pale blue-white 
petals are quite startling. Form is tailored but wide. Won Cook cup at USA 87 Iris 
convention. ((Song of Norway x Evening Echo) X (Song of Norway x (Navy Strutx Five Star 
Admiral)). HM 88. $10.00 

BAH LOO (Rita Caldwell 86 Aust.) E-L 35". This lovely iris has a great bud count that 
makes for an extremely long bloom season. It is a self of sulphur yellow with beards of the 
same colour deepening in throat. Has done well in the trial gardens culminating in an AM 
in 85. (Carambax((((LilacChampagne x Sunset Snows) x (Sunset Snows xCampus Flirt)) 
x Barcelona x Outer Limits)) x Spanish Gift)) x Solano) 2nd Florence 87. $10.00 

BALLERINA BLUE (Innerst 86 USA) M-L 36". Medium blue standards and paler blue 
falls . Pale blue beards tipped bronze. Wide blocky ruffled form . Good grower. (Surf Rider 
X Sea Venture). $12.50 

BATEAU IVRE (Anfosso 82 France) ML 36". A strange and very popular colour 
combination. A ruffled pink-grey self with blue spots or areas below blue grey beards. 
Wide, flared and ruffled . (Touche X Gypsy Prince) . $10.00 

BEACH BOY (Blythe 86 Aust) VE-M 35". A strong and vibrant bitone. Standards are 
apricot; falls are bright orange, highlighted with brilliant tangerine beards. Super 
branching. Popular. (Lisa Ann x Roman Walk) X (Love Chant x Festive Skirt). $10.00 

BEACHGIRL (Blyth 83 Aust) E-M-L 38". The standards are white with a faint hint of pink 
at midribs on new flowers . Falls are orange-apricot, very smooth and strong in colour. 
Beards are tangerine-red . Form is ruffled and wide for its limited colour class. Branching 
is excellent with often 4 or 5 flowers out at once. Makes a great garden display. Also it has 
unlimited potential as a parent. Vigorous grower. (Champagne Snow x (Love Chant x 
F.estive Skirt)). Best new colour - Florence 85. HC Florence 85. $9.00 

BE A DEVIL (Blyth 88 Aust) M-L 40". A delight since its first bloom and a surprise 
·considering its pedigree. The standards are dark ruby red; falls are darker with a velvety 
or plush finish. Beards are deep bronze. It has wide flaring and ruffled form, super 5 way 
branching. It has light perfume. Foliage is extremely dark and very handsome. (Villain X 
Gigolo). $15.00 

BEAUZAM (Paul Blyth 87) EML 36". Stunning in its contrast giving a black bearded white 
effect. Flowers open palest blue and soon fade to white. Beards are navy blue tipped 
bronze making it look black. Stands are slightly open allowing the full effect of the beards 
to be seen . Flower spikes come up over a long period giving a full season of bloom. Some 
years it reblooms. Loads of buds and great branching. Very popular in the garden. (Touch 
of Bronze X Pacific Gambler) HC 87. $10.00 

BEGUINE (Keppel 89 USA) EM 36". The newest available from Keith Keppel's plicata 
breeding program. The standards are pale salmon to pale apricot and are almost 
completely suffused old rose. Falls are apricot with a wide shaded and dotted rose margin 
plus hafts to match. A small white area lies below the rusty orange beards. Large blooms 
well displayed on show stems. Good increaser. (Gigolo X Columbia the Gem) . $15.00 

BEHOLD A LADY (Blyth 87) M-ML 38". Standards are creamy white with a cream all over 
net veining; falls are yellow with a yellow chartreuse cast and gold beards. Form is full, wide 
and ruffled. Tall well branched stems. (Silver Shower X King of Diamonds). $9.00 

BEST BETS (Schreiner 88 USA) E. 36" Remontant. Standards are light wisteria blue 
and they contrast sharply with the deep blue violet falls. Wide ruffled blooms on well 
branched stems. It often has 2 or 3 blooms from a single dump and reblooms again 
in autumn, and sometimes again in winter. (Amigo's Guitar sdlg X Titans Glory). 
HM 90. $25.00 

BEVERLY SILLS (Ha11er 79 USA) M 36". This is the Iris in America that at the moment 
is the "in" thing. Colour 1s coral-pink with vibrancy. Form is superb and branching is superb. 
A super show Iris. Awards. Primo Firenze 81, Rees Cup 81, HM 81 (Highest number of 
votes ever received) . Walther Cup 81, AM. Most votes ever. Straight into No.1 position in 
the American top 100 favourites . (Pink Pirouette x Vanity). DM 85. $10.00 

BILLOWS. See new Introductions in front of Catalogue. 

BLACK DRAGON (Schreiner 82 USA) M-ML 38". As black as they come. Velvety sooty 
blue black, slightly more velvety falls . Excellent flower form , fair branching. (Involved 
Schreiner black Sdlgs. x Matinata) . HC 81 , HM 84 . $10.00 

BLACK HILLS GOLD (O.Brown 86 USAO EM 38". A delightful Iris in lemon to mimosa 
yellow lit with pink in standards and a lighter area around tangerine beards. Lovely 
branching. Much admired. (Fresno Calypso X Mandolin) . $20.00 

BLACKOUT (Luihn 86 USA) ML 38". The tallest and darkest black Iris available. Glossy 
black well finished and lightly ruffled blooms on show stems. A good grower. May need a 
bit of protection in the hottest areas. Greatl (By Night X Navy Chant) HM 88. $15.00 

BLUE ARISTOCRAT (Schreiner 87 USA) ML 38". A large ruffled medium blue self with 
small pale blue areas below white beards. Excellent form and plant habits ((Sapphire Hills 
x (Tufted Cloud sib x ((Sparkling Waters x Sierra Skies x (Music Maker))) X St Louis 
Blues) . $15.00 



BLUES BROTHERS (L Blyth 89) EM 34". Unique in its form and the first thing that is 
noticed about it is three perfectly rounded falls like three coins completely filling the hafts. 
Standards are light blue; falls are mid blue with icy blue white beards. Branching is great 
and suitable for showing with three to four flowers out at once. Great grower with heaps 
of bloom out at once. (Song of Norway X Maryott DM51 Q) . $15.00 

BLUES SINGER (Gaultar 84 USA) ML 32". Fluted deep royal blue self with white beards. 
Beautiful form. A super Iris. (His Lordship X Navy Strut). $12.50 

BODACIOUS (Kappel 87 USA) EM 36". Heavily marked cream standards in hematite 
red ; falls are apricot cream with dark purplish rose hafts and faint petal edges. Beards are 
rusty orange. You have to see this one to appreciate the lovely colour patterns. Unusual! 
(Gigolo X Queen in Calico) . HM 87. $20.00 

BOHEMIAN (Schreiner 88 USA) EM 37". Lovely tan standards blending into 
butterscotch yellow falls with light lavender infusion in the centres, blending to bronze at 
the shoulders and bronze beards. Well branched with a good bud count. (From very 
involved seedlings). $20.00 

BOLD GOLD (Gatty 87 USA) M 35". Brilliant dandelion gold self with marigold orange 
beards. Ruffled and flared. Super colour and makes a most spectacular clump of colour. 
(Gold Galore X (Shining Light x Honey Rae)). HM 89. $20.00 

BREAKERS (Schreiner 86 USA) ML 38". A bubbly and effervescent Iris in rich clear 
medium blue. Best in its colour class. Lovely ruffling, lots of buds on show stems. (Victoria 
Falls X (Shipshape x Sailors Dance)) . HC 85, HM 88. AM 90. $12.50 

BRIDAL FASHION (Weill er 86 USA) EM 22". As one would imagine from the name, an 
immaculate cool white with heavy ruffling and fine substance. (Thick and Creamy X 
(((Pacific Panorama x Seaside) x Wedding Vow) x Bridal Wreath)) . $20.00 

BRIDES MANOR (Mohr84 USA) M 35". Standards are ruffled yellow, deepening slightly 
at midribs. Falls are pale cream , edged yellow. Lots of ruffle and lace, just like a bride. 
Lemon yellow beards. (Bride's Halo X Country Manor) . $12.50 

BUBBLING LACE (Black 86 USA) M 34" . Large white to icy blue with lots of ruffle and 
crinkled lace. ((Trill x Silver Shower) X (Cup Race x Silver Shower)) HM 88. $20.00 

BURGUNDY BUBBLES (Maryott 86 USA) M 36". Rich ruffled burgundy red self. Lovely 
branching with show placements. (Involved Seedlings) . HM 89. $12.50 

CALIPH (Ghio 87 USA) L 34". Bright glowing melon brown with glittery undertones and 
lots of lace for a brown . Beards stand out like big cola brown caterpillars. Admired in the 
nursery. (Copper Classic X Veneer) . HM 89. $25.00 

CAMEO WINE (Blyth 82 Aust) M 36". Reb/ooms. Apart from being a super parentfor pink 
amoenas and bicolours this is a beautiful garden Iris. Standards are soft pastel pink with 
a slight blue hue at the midrib, they are dosed and ruffled. Falls are deeper rose pink and 
deepening towards hafts . Petal edges are lighter. Light burnt tangerine beards. Wide 
flaring form, superb grower. ((Snow Peach x Martinique) x Embassadora) . Silver medal
Florence 85. $10.00 

CANDLEGLEAM (Kappel 87 USA) EM 38". Lovely soft yellow standards with an apricot 
cast; cream to soft yellow falls with bright orange red beards. Well branched and good for 
the show bench. Easy grower. ((Marmalade sib x Firewater) X Sister). $17.50 

CANDLE POWER (Tompkins 87 USA) ML 40". A tall near amoena with blocky form. 
Standards are warm white; falls are sulphur yellow. Well branched. (Involved Bayberry 
Candle Sd/gs) . $25.00 

CAPRICORN COOLER (Blyth 86 Aust) M·L 36". The softest and prettiest pastel pink 
plicata we have seen anywhere. Stands are light pastel pink; falls are light pastel pink over 
inconspicuous white. It is not easily noticeable that this is a plicata. Beards are pretty pastel 
coral pink. Flowers are frilled and ruffled with flowers held well on well branched stems. 
(Grecian Gown x Pink Embers) . $10.00 

CAPTION (Ghio 86 USA) M-L 38". Bright peach coral standards; falls are white with a 
wide band of peach coral around edge and it has tangerine beards. A beautiful 
combination. ((Creme de Creme x Highness sib) X (Artiste x Tupelo Honey)). $15.00 

CAYENNE PEPPER (Schreiner 86 USA) EM 3T'. A hot red brown bitone with orange 
ginger beards. Well branched stems. Good grower. (Gallant Moment X (War Lord x (Wild 
Ginger x Tijuana Brass))) HM 88. $12.50 

CHAMPAGNE ELEGANCE (Niswonger 87 USA) M 33". Standards are near white to 
pale lavender pink; falls are buff apricot. Amber beards. This makes a magnificent dump 
with very heavy bloom and lots of increase. (Blyth seedling X (Coral Strand x Peach Spot)) 
HM 89. Reblooms in Autumn. $15.00 

CHANGE OF HEART (Kappel 86 USA) E-M 30". A different plicata and very beguiling. 
A pinkish cream lightly washed lavender rose with heavy maroon rose outpourings on 
upper part of falls. Highly ruffled and loved by all who see it. ((Anon x Prediction sib X (Sib) 
HM 88. $15.00 

CHAPEAU BLANC (Dunn 85 USA) M 36". Lovely ruffled white with a hint of light blue 
at petal edges; pale yellow beards tipped blue. (Wedding Vow X Stylelite). $12.50 

CHARGER (Stahly 85 USA) E·M 30". Deep red maroon bitone with falls just slightly 
deeper with a plush overlay. Self beards. ((Edenite x Wine and Roses) X Credo). 
~~ ~~ 

CHASING MOONBEAMS (Blyth 87) E-M 36". Ruffled and laced lemon with an inner 
creaminess or creamy texture. The beards are the outstanding features. They are a 
strange chrome tangerine and give a very satisfying effect. Flowers have the fine balance. 
Lovely/ (Sky Hooks X Erleen Richeson) HC 88. $9.00 

CHICO MAID (Lulhn 85 USA) ML 38". A most popular Iris here since it first bloomed for 
us. It is a ruffled pale blue with strong deep blue beards. Vigorous and well branched 
((Contempo x Five Star Admiral) X Song of Norway) . HM 87, AM 89. $10.00 

CHINESE EMPRESS (Blyth 88 Aust) VE-M 36" Rablooms. Startling in its contrast in this 
neglecta. Standards are icy blue; falls are red violet-black with a plush finish . Beards are 
striking bronze. Form is wide with some ruffle. (Touch of Bronze X Beach Girl). $12.50 

CHINESE TREASURE (Blyth 81 Aust) E·EM 36". Standards are white, with a soft pink 
infusion around midrib; falls are rich rose pink with mandarin red beards. A striking 
combination. (Lisa Ann X Child of Fortune) . $10.00 

CHOCOLATE ROYALE(Blytha86 Aust) M 32". This will not win as astern of Iris on the 
show bench, but a single flower should, they are lovely. Rich chocolate brown standards; 
falls are warm white with a 1

/, edge of chocolate brown . Brown beards. Luscious colour 
(Limerick x Woodwine). HM (USA) 88. $10.00 

CHOCOLATE VANILLA. See new Introductions in front of Catalogue. 

CHOSEN ONE (Hamner 87 USA) M 35". A pure white with full and ruffled form, 
highlighted with bright red beards. Well branched and a good grower. ((Risque x 
Trousseau Lace) X Magnifique sdlg). $12.50 

CHUCKLES (Ghio 87 USA) EM 36". A startling plicata. Standards are salmon pink; falls 
are more pink with rose marginal stitching and vivid tangerine beards. Excellent show 
branching. We love it! (Gigolo x Involved pink and plicata Ghio Sdlgs) HM 89. $22.50 

CLASSICO (Gartmann 84 USA) M 36". Delightful. Cream with the palest pink infusion 
on the standards and chartreuse gold rim on falls and standards. Ruffled classic form. 
(Carved Cameo X Satin Glass). HM 86. $9.00 

CLOSE YOUR EYES (Blyth 89) ML 40". Striking and tall creamy apricot-melon with an 
apricot beard. Wide, ruffled and flared. Show branching with 4 and 5 bud placements. A 
more creamier sister to Samurai silk. (Edna's Wish X Orangerie). $12.50 

CLOUDS ADRIFT (Gibson 87 USA) M 3T'. Ruffled white with violet infusion or tints. 
Beards are white with orange tips. Large blooms on strong well branched stems. 
(Magnifique X (Sd/g x Space Blazer sib)) . $17.50 

COCOA PUFF (Black 87 USA) M 34". Standards are cocoa pink with apricot style arms; 
falls are ivory with cocoa pink plicata stitching around edges. Deep cocoa pink beards. 
Ruffled blooms with a nice spicy fragrance. (Infatuation X Rancho Rose). $12.50 

COFFEE KLATCH (Ghio 86 USA) M·L 36". Huge blooms of coffee brown and it is a 
complete self. Petal edges are finely serrated. Show stem branching . Good grower. 
(Involved brown Ghio sdlg X Tropica sib) . $15.00 

COLLAGE (Brown 86 USA) M 38". Lightly ruffled violet with darker midrib and a tan 
overlay on falls . Greenish tan around hafts. Greenish tan beards tipped violet. (From 
involved Brown Seedlings). $10.00 

COLORTART (Innerst 83 USA) M 36". A super brilliant plicata that will put a sparkle in 
your garden. The base colour is bright yellow, trimmed bright burgundy red. Gold bronze 
beards. Lovely show branching. Great for us. (Frivolity X Porta villa). $12.50 

COLORWATCH (Innerst 87 USA) Em 35 Rabloomar. A plicata with standards of cream 
trimmed burgundy red; falls are cream washed yellow gold, trimmed burgundy. Well 
branched with many buds. A very strong rebloomer in late autumn for us. (Spinning Wheel 
x Flamenco) X (Colortrack sib x Burgundy Brown) . $20.00 

COLOUR PAGE (Blyth 89) E·M 38". A very difficult to describe colour pattern. Standards 
are pale icy to orchid blue; falls are a red, pink, rose blend with bright red beards. Branching 
is 3 to 4 way with good bud placements. A pretty pastel Iris liked by many. (Beach Girl X 
In Smoke). $10.00 

COME TO ME (Hagar 87 USA) M 3T'. This one has white horned beards; standards are 
light yellow; falls are creamy white. Wide ruffled form ((Hager sdlg x Moon Mistress) X Sky 
Hooks). $12.50 

CON AMORE (Hagar 84 USA) ML 35". Clear pink, lighter in the centre with 
tangerine beards. Light fragrance. (Carved Cameo x Picture Pink) X (Carved Cameo x 
Vanity). $10.00 
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CONGRATULATIONS (Keppel 83 USA) M 35". Standards are rich blue with violet flush 
in midrib; falls are pansy violet. Beards are blue tipped yellow. Sweet fragrance. Makes a 
dramatic show and is an easy grower. (Social Whirl x Mystique) HM 85, AM 88. $10.00 

CREAMY FRENCH (Black 86 USA) E-M 36". A strange smooth colour of creamy 
orangewith undertones of pink in standards. Huge orange beards. Laced and ruffled 
form. $15.00 

CREATIVE STITCHERY (Schreiner 84 USA) EM 38". Superb new blue plicata. Precise 
small mid blue stitching at edges of bright white very wide petals. A must have as it is so 
advanced in this type of plicata. (Blue Staccato x Social ite sdlg). HM 88. $10.00 

CREME D'OR (Blyth 87) M-ML 38". A real eyecatcher. Standards are lemon flushed 
white; falls are white with lemon hafts and 1/," band and reverse of lemon. Beards are 
golden lemon . Wide, ruffled and fluted flowers on tall well branched stems. (Sculptress X 
(Flareup x Gold Galore)) . $10.00 

CRIMSON SNOW (Blyth 87) E-M 32". An excellent contrast in this approach to a true red 
amoena. Standards are near wh ite with an orchid flush . Falls are plush ruby rose 
with '/,' edge of pink white. Beards are white tipped tangerine . Lots of stems with 3 flowers 
out at once. Good parent. (Ambiance X (Tomorrows Child x (Love Chant x Festive 
Skirt)) . $12.50 

CRUZIN (Dunn 87 USA) M 38". Flaring, broad and ruffled deep blue violet with fancy 
patterning and a white spot on the falls. White beards. Is a lot more appealing than it 
sounds . Popular! (Perfecta X Spinning Wheel) HM 89. ,$15.00 

CRYSTAL GLITTERS (Schrelners 85 USA) EM 36". A warm glow of pink and peach 
highlights the creaminess of this Iris. Lovely form and superb branching. We were most 
impressed with this . (Moon Glimmer x Gold Trimmings) X (Inferno x Brimstone). HM 87, 
AM 89. $12.50 

CURACAO (Blyth 90 Aust) BB 26: E-L. This does not reach the normal Tall Bearded Iris 
height minimum of 28", although it occasionally does. But we consider it tall rather than a 
median Iris. It is too good to let go and not name, so here it is. Standards are pink buff with 
a lavender infusion at the midribs; falls are plum violet with a ' !," edge of soft lilac. 
Light tangerine beards. So popular as a seedling. ((Ambiance x In Smoke) X 
Moomba) . $17.50 

DANCE MAN (Blyth 89) M-L 36". Beautiful big flowers of bright yellow which is an 
improvement on its parent Speculator. It has wide cream outpouring on the falls below gold 
beards. Excellent form (Speculator X Orangerie) . $15.00 

DANCE REVUE (Gaulter 87 USA) M 36". Delightful pink self with coral pink beards . 
Lightly ruffled . (Laural Park X Sunday Chimes) . $25.00 

DANGER (Gally 84 USA) M 34". Quite an impressive red Iris, the colour is wineberry to 
garnet touched golden brown at the hafts . Falls have a plush finish . Dull gold beards . A 
slow increaser but worth it. (Velvet Flame X (Spartan x Post Time)) . HM 36. $10.00 

DAREDEVIL (Keppel 88 USA) M 36". An attractive and different plicata being basically 
white edged columbine blue, but with rusty red beards. Well branched stems. Wide ruffled 
flowers with the typical Keppel form. Said to be a good parent. (From very involved 
tangerine plicatas and red bearded blues). AM 90. $20.00 

DARKSIDE (Schreiner 85 USA) ML 34". The most ruffled black Iris to date. It is a 
complete self of dark purplish black with a self beard . Excellent form and growth. (Night 
Song x Tuxedo Sdlg) X Matinata Sdlg)) . HM 87. $15.00 

DAZZLING GOLD (Anderson 81 USA) M 30". Stunning deep golden yellow with unique 
red veining over falls . Calls you across the garden. Can't be missed but may not like hotter 
areas. (Radiant Apogee x West Coast) HM 83. Best commercial colour - Florence 86. 
AM85. $9.00 

DESIGNER GOWN (Ghio 85 USA) EM 34". Pink grape blend with lighter falls . Medium 
pink pouring from the hafts, red beards. Broad, large and very ruffled . Super grower. 
(Involved Ghio sdlg X Beverly Sills) . HM 87, AM 89. $9.00 

DESIGNING WOMAN (Gally 90 USA) EML 36". A colour combination that is very 
appealing to us. Standards are rosy or orchid lilac; falls are paling to pearly lilac. There is 
a hint of apricot at the hafts and beards are smoky salmon . Laced and waved flowers with 
the falls being almost round and very flared . Super show branching. ((Pretty Lady x 
(Nefertiti x Playgirl)) X Presence) . $35.00 

DEVINE DUTCHESS (Blyth 90 Aust) M-L 40". Introduced by popular demand from 
people who have seen it as a seedling over the past 3 years. Coming from Leda's Lover, 
it has all that Iris's good growth and form traits , yet in soft silvery blue with white beards 
tipped cream. Superb show branching . (Leda's Lover X Morning Shadows) . $20.00 

DURANUS (Anfosso 87 France) M 33". Strong deep ultramarine blue with small white 
areas below white beards. A striking and lovely Iris. Waved and ruffled. (Storm Centre X 
Victoria Falls) . $12.50 

EAGLE'S FLIGHT (Schreiner 86 USA) E-EM 36". A super plicata with white ground. 
Standards are rosy lavender; falls have a deeper rosy grape stitching edge and light golden 
beards. The flowers are wide and ruffled and plenty of buds on well branched stems ensure 
a long bloom time. (Closed Circuit X Spinning Wheel). HC 84, HM 88. $10.00 

EARLY WISH (Gibson 87 USA) M 44". Ruffled and fluted lightly laced coral orange. A 
taller one with super show branching . (Starfrost Pink X Orange Plume sib) . $25.00 

ECHO BEACH (Blyth 87) EML 34". A unique iris and a very difficult colour to convey in 
writing. Standards are peach; falls are peachy tan and distinct from standards giving a 
bicolour effect. Beards are soft apricot. Slight fading enhances the colour scheme and 
many people who have seen this Iris just love it. Loads of flowers on an easy grower. A 
sister to Crimson Snow, yet so different. $9.00 

EDITH WOLFORD (Hager 86 USA) M 34". This iris is taking all before it in America and 
could easily be the Dykes Medal winner in a couple of years . Light canary yellow standards; 
falls are violet blue. There is a very distinct colour demarkation giving it a bright vibrant 
effect. Nicely ruffled and lovely branching. (Merry Madrigal X Freedom Road) . HM 88 
Walther Cup (most HM votes) 88. AM 90. $25.00 

ELEGANT BLUE (Paul Blyth 89) M-L 36". This makes a lovely blue clump like a large 
cushion . Standards are powder blue with falls just slightly deeper, brownish hafts and navy 
blue tipped bronze beards. The beards are a standout. Wide, flared and ruffled with show 
branching. It has a light sweet perfume. (Touch of Bronze X Pacific Gambler) . $12.50 

ELVIS PRESLEY (Benson 82 USA) M 36". Ruffled white self with green tints . Wide 
ruffled and blocky form. A typical Benson Iris. (Night Frost x sdlg inv. Van Gil burn, Melissa, 
Tosca, Skywatch etc.). $10.00 

EMBELLISHMENT (Innerst 86 USA) ML 32". A complete self of medium orange 
including beards. Flowers are heavily laced and there is a light spicy perfume. (Summer 
Love X Yubblegum) EC 83 HC 83. $22.50 

ENGLISH CHARM (Blyth 89) M 34". This is a sister to the popular Magharee. Standards 
are cream veined lemon ; falls are smooth light apricot with a '!, band around the falls of 
cream. Beards are tangerine. Branching is a little tight for showing, but it is a spectacular 
garden variety because of its vast amount of bloom with a high bud count and quick 
increase. Love Chant x Festive Skirt) X Cameo Wine) . $17.50 

ENSEMBLE (McWhlrter 86 USA) M 36". Rosy magenta standards and deeper rosy 
magenta falls make this a striking bitone, set off with white beards. Heavily ruffled blooms 
on well branched stems. (Gay Parasol X Clouds) . $20.00 

EULOGY (Boushay 87 USA) EML 38". Plicata of white stitched Victoria violet. 
Horizontally flared falls and ruffled flowers on well branched stems. (Bonifay X Aegean 
Star) . $20.00 

EURYTHMIC (Paul Blyth 87) E-M 37". Loved from the first opening flower as a seedling. 
Standards are pink buff with a light violet influence; falls are lavender magenta on the lower 
half. The top half is plum burgundy smoothly applied from the beards. This is quite a 
startling combination. Beards are bright tangerine red . Satisfying ! (Mossenova X 
(((Touche x Rhythm and Blues) x (((BarcelonaxOuterlimits) x Snowlight) x (Ghio68-116 
x Centre Stage). HC 87. HM 88. Am 90. $10.00 

EVENING GOWN (Ghio 87 USA) M. 38". Rich and dark, almost black with a lustrous 
sheen as a finish . Deep blue beards and beautifully ruffled form , good branching and a 
vigorous grower. (Good Kn ight X Silent Majesty) HM 89. $17.50 

EVER AFTER (Keppel 86 USA) ML 38". Simply a beautiful iris in deep fuchs ia rose to 
burnt mulberry and set off with tangerine brick beards. Good grower with great branching 
and form. (Mulled Wine X Cranberry Ice) . HM 88. $12.50 

EVERYTHING PLUS (Niswonger 84 USA) M 34". Pale blue white standards; falls are 
white stitched with deep violet. Beards are purple tipped bronze. Distinct and startling. 
Well named. (Focus X Spinning Wheel) . HM 86. 2nd Runner Up Walther Cup 86. 
AM 88. $9.00 

EXCELLENCY (Blyth 90 Aust) M 34". This is an improved version of London Lord. A 
striking bitone with standards of lilac to icy lavender; falls are plush velvety violet with 1

/, 

edge of lilac. Beards are bright tangerine orange. A great garden variety producing about 
50% show winning stems. (Street Dancer X London Lord) . HC 90. $20.00 

EXHILARATION (Ghio 84 USA) E-M-L 34". Very frilly and delectable smoked salmon. 
Wide and full form with great branching and strong vigour. (Involved Ghio sdlg x (Wings 
of Dreams x Entourage)). HM 87 . $10.00 

EXTRAVAGANT (Hamblen 83 USA) EML 34". Ruffled and laced amethyst violet with 
cerise beards. Very popular. (Lilac Flame X Glory Bound). $15.00 

FAME (Weller 86 USA) M-L 36". This is a brilliant yellow orange se lf with deep orange 
red beards. Maybe it is well named. (From a very involved line of orange and yellow iris) . 
HM 89. Reblooms well. $10.00 

FARAWAY PLACES (Keppel 88 USA) EM 35". This is a super iris butdifficulttodescribe. 
A ruffled and lightly laced blend of corinth purple or dusky rose, cedarwood and golden 
apricot tan with terracotta beards. A good grower and a show winner. (Mulled Wine X 
Orangerie sib). HM 90. $25.00 

FEMINIST (L. Gartman 83 USA) EM 33". An elegant flower in rose pink with the 
smoothness and texture of rose petals. Soft and pretty. Good grower. (Carved Cameo x 
Entourage). HM 85. Superb ! $10.00 



FINE CHINA (Gatty 86 USA) EM 36", Superb crystaline white with pleated and ruffled 
globular form. Could be the finest white available. Choicel (Social Whirl X Dream Affair). 
HM 88. $15.00 

FIRESIDE GLOW (Schreiner 88 USA) EM 36". Quite superb colour in deep intense rich 
orange. Form is more carved than ruffled, but the colour .... (From involved pink and 
orange Schreiner sdlgs) . $20.00 

FIRST IMPRESSION (Gatty 85 USA) VE-E 32''. Another super Gatty iris. A smooth ivory 
cream , touched lemon. Sunflower yellow beards. Fluted and ruffled. Light sweet 
fragrance. (Paradise X Dream Affair) . $9.00 

FLUENT (Innerst 87 USA) ML 36". A pretty colour combination with the standards being 
brownish rose and the falls are pale silvery blue with '!," rose brown edge. Beards are 
golden bronze. (Joyce Terry X Centrefold) . $30.00 

FOOLISH HEART (Spahn 85 USA) M 36". The standards are creamy yellow, with ruffled 
fluted creamy yellow falls, deepening at hafts. Orange yellow beards . (Grand Waltz X New 
Moon) . $10.00 

FOR TIRAH (Maryott 86 USA) M 36". This is a prolific blooming Iris giving great garden 
value . Colour is salmon pink with lots of ruffle. An easy and fast increaser. ( (Carved Cameo 
x Songster) X (Entourage x Homecoming Queen)) . $10.00 

FORTUNATA (Ghio 86 USA) E-M-L 38". Closed ruffled melon standards and white falls 
edged melon with deeper shoulders. Bright red beards highlight the flowers. Lovely 4 way 
branching. A delight! (Artiste X Private Label) . HM 89. $14.00 

FRAGRANT LILAC (Hager86 USA) ML 40". A beautiful tall and stately Iris in orchid lilac, 
paling around lilac white beards . Ruffled, lightly laced and delightfully scented. ((Waltzing 
x Warm Laughter) X Igloo) . $22.50 

FRENCH PASTRY (Gatty 87 USA) ML 32". This has beautiful form with light pink 
standards; falls are ivory cream with pink hafts and margins. Bittersweet pink beards. Lacy 
and ruffled . (Eden X Venus Rising). $17.50 

GALLANT ROGUE (Blyth 90 Aust) ML 3T'. Large well shaped flowers with standards 
of light lilac infused amber with a rosier glow at the base; falls are plush blackish red purple 
with an 1/a rosy orchid edge. Bright red orange beards rest in small white crescents of 
white. Sister to Witch's Wand, Moomba, In Town etc. $30.00 

GAMBLER (Blyth 86 Aust) M-ML 36". Gambler has standards of patina to old gold; falls 
are plush ruby to ruby wine with no haft marks. Beards are light bronze. Very wide and 
ruffled flowers with super branching; up to 10 buds per stem. Great grower. (Villain x 
G~. ti~ 

GAY MYSTIQUE (Dunn 84 USA) M 36". Standards are pure white, falls are rosy 
violet with a lighter ruffled edge. Blue white beards. A lovely iris. (Gay Parasol X 
Mystique) . $10.00 

G'DAY MATE (Maryott 87 USA) EM 38". A self of blue violet, large and ruffled 
with a strong nutmeg scent. Will rebloom once established . (Scented Nutmeg X Victoria 
Falls). $10.00 

GIFT OF DREAMS (Hamblen 87 USA) ML 36". A colour combination that is different. 
Standards are pink, falls are white , textured and edged pink. Beards are bushy burnt 
orange tipped violet blue. (Sophistication X Touche sdlg) . $25.00 

GIGOLO (Kappel 84 USA) E 35". A new plicata colour combination, flamboyant and 
exciting. Golden orange petals with a plicata border of rich raspberry more heavily applied 
around the flame red beards. Good grower and well branched. Has given many exciting 
seedlings. (From very involved line including April Melody, Roundup, Osage Buff etc). Top 
~-~M. ti~ 

GINGER SWIRL (Schreiner 85 USA) ML 34". The doomed standards are an even 
tannish brown. Falls are orchid lavender with 3/," band of tan dancing around the petal 
edges. Gold beards. Great branching . Delightful! Very popular. (Sdlg X Chamber Music 
Sdlg) . HM 87. $10.00 

GOLD COUNTRY (Ghio 87 USA) E-M 38". Pure gold with a plush mink like finish. Huge 
blooms showing their heritage of Speculator. Tan gold beards. (((Veneer x (Caption x 
Coffee House)) x Lady Friend sister) X Speculator) . HM 89. $20.00 

GOOLGUMBLA (R. Harding 87) 38" M. This has been a hit since first seen in the Iris 
society trial garden. Colour is a soft flax blue with a self beard tipped gold in throat. 
Beautiful form. A Classic. Good strong grower. (Full Tide X Mary Frances) . HC 83. 
~M ti~ 

GREEN AND GIFTED (Paul Blyth 89) E-M 36". A written description does not give the 
effect that it gives once it is seen . Standards are greeny-cream; falls are greeny cream with 
a light pastel overlay fading out after the first day to the standard colour. Beards are big 
and brown to old gold with green veination around beards. It gives that green effect that 
is often asked for in Iris but seldom seen. Excellent branching and bud count. (Hello Hobo 
X Beau Zam Sib) . $15.00 

GYPSY WOMAN (Schreiner 85 USA) EM 35". Soft lemon standards; falls are white with 
a 1

/," edging of rose orchid. Excellent branching and bud count. A unique colour pattern. 
((Champagne Music sdlg x Orchid Brocade sdlg) X Emma Cook, rose pink sdlgs) 
HM 87. $12.50 

HAWAIIAN QUEEN (Shoop 86 USA) M 36". Purplish brown standards atop yellow 
orange falls . Beards are red. Hard to imagine. (Hula Girl X (Hula Girl sib x Dutch 
Magic)). $25.00 

HELLO HOBO(Paul Blyth 88 Aust) VE-M. A difficult one to describe but generally known 
as Paul's kook. Standards are green lemon with a chartreuse cast; falls are brown tan. 
Beards are bronze and very noticeable. Super branching, show winning if you can get over 
the colour. Great for floral art. (Touch of Bronze X Broadway) . $14.00 

HE MAN (Blyth 88 Aust) M-ML 36". A plicata of much vibrance. Standards are wine red 
with no white; falls are wine red heavily applied over white. Lemon bronze beards. Flared 
ruffled form. Show branching. People love it. (Fancy Dancer X Broadway). $12.50 

HIGH WATERS (Blyth 89) E-EM 38". A complete self of blue to blue violet. The pedigree 
indicates the quality that can be expected as there are many blues available, but this is a 
fine advancement and well worth growing. It has magnificent branching, it is wide, flared 
and ruffled and ideally suited for that early show with up to 6 flowering points. It also makes 
a super garden plant. To top it off, it has a lovely perfume. (Perfect Couple X Pledge 
Allegiance) . HM 90. $15.00 

HOLIDAY LOVER. See new Introductions in front of Catalogue. 

HOLLYWOOD BLONDE (Gally 89 USA) E 34". Standards are domed and ruffled in soft 
mimosa yellow becoming lighter at the midribs where it blushes to pink. Falls are ruffled 
and faring white with mimosa at edges and hafts. Beards are lemon to saffron. Good 
branching, up to 7 buds. (Paradise X Precious Moments). $30.00 

HOIIIKYTONK BLUES (Schreiner 88 USA) M 38". This is a lovely iris with a different 
pattern of blue. Blue violet heavily washed out and applied to a white base colour. Super 
ruffled form. Good show iris. ((Admirals Blue x Sailors Dance) X (Neptunes Pool sdlg x 
Royal Regency sib)) . Walther Cup 90. HM 90 $25.00 

HOT STREAK (Ghio 88 USA) EM 36" Rabloomar. Standards are solid gold ; falls are solid 
gold edged red with red centre streak. Vital and vibrant plicata. Well branched . Sister to 
Chuckles. HM 90. $30.00 

HOUDINI (Maryott 85 USA) M 35". Smooth and velvety red black with self beards. What's 
more it is ruffled. Good grower. (Midnight Special X ((Prophecy xGypsy Belle) X Intuition) 
HM 87. $12.50 

IMAGINE ME (Blyth 89) E-M 34". A smooth apricot bitone with coral apricot flushing 
around midribs. Falls are just a few shades deeper and slightly deeper at haft. Bright red 
beards. Good branching, makes a mass of colour and it is an excellent garden iris. 
(Magharee Sister X Street Dancer) . $15.00 

INAUGURAL BALL (Ghio 88 USA) EML 40". Metallic red purple with beards of violet 
blue. Superb form, exceptional branching and bud count. (Titans Glory X Bubbling Over). 
HM 90. $25.00 

INCANTATION (Ghio 87 USA) EML 38''. Gorgeous reverse amoena. Standards are mid 
blue, deepening at the base; falls are white with blue white beards. The best in this colour 
pattern available. (((Surf Rider x (Sea Venture x Mystique)) x (Crushed Velvet x Intuition)) 
X ((Sea V. x Mystique) x (Surf R. x (Sea V. x Mystique)))). HM 89. $20.00 

INCENTIVE (Hagar 87 USA) M. 36". A unique colour combination of rich plum purple with 
a white spot on each fall below the yellow beards. A good grower and easy flowerer. 
(Coming from involved Hager seedlings and Dutch Chocolate). $17.50 

INDIAN CERAMICS (Nl-onger 86 USA) M. 34". The reddish brown colour is the colour 
the American Indians use on their ceramics, set off with a well defined violet blaze on each 
fall. (Mulberry Crush X ((Denver Mint x Meghan)) x Brown Lasso). HM 89. $12.50 

INGA IVEY (Hamblen 85 USA) M 36". Standards are rosy pink; falls are deeper rosy pink 
and with a lighter centre. Deep rosy pink beards. Lacy edges, fluted, ruffled and spicy 
fragrance. (Glory Bound X Sunday Chimes). HC 84, HM 87. $10.00 

INNER VISION (Hagar 85 USA) M 36". Beautifully fluted and lightly laciniated blooms of 
blue white. White beards are tipped tangerine. Oh, it has lace as well. Seeing is believing. 
(Wings of Dreams X Beverly Sills Sib). $10.00 

INSTRUCTOR (Innerst 86 USA) E 36". vibrant plicata with a cream to lemon ground with 
stitching of violet on falls. Blue and bronze beards. Good branching and one to keep in mind 
for an early show. (Spinning Wheel X Burgundy Brown). HM 90. $9.00 

IN TOWN (Blyth 88 Aust) EM 36". Co-introduced with Keith Keppel in California. 
Standards are blue tinted lavender slightly deeper at midribs. Falls are velvety blue purple 
with 11.- lavender edge and tangerine red beards. Wide ruffled and flared form on show 
winning branching. (Tomorrows Child X Magic Man). HM 87, AM M, Merton Calvert 
Award M . HM (USA) 90. $12.50 



IRIS IRENE (Gatty 85 USA) ML 35". Polar Bear white standards flushed peach to orient 
pink; falls flared, ruffled and heavily laced deeper buff, slightly lighter in centre. Hafts are 
overlaid golden peach. Fiery red beards. One to contemplate. (Mannequin sib X (Liz x Pink 
Sleigh)). HM 87. $10.00 

JITTERBUG (Keppel 88 USA) E 35". A jazzy one to get you dancing! Sunflower to 
chrome yellow with an all over wash on the falls of red brown peppering. Beards are yellow 
orange. Well branched, ruffled and an early show winner. ((Rancho Rose x Peccadillo sib) 
X Rustic Dance). HM 90. $22.50 

JOYOUS MELODY (Gatty 85 USA) ML 36". Rich peach blossom standards above 
blended falls of softer pink, polar white and tan. It has camelia red beards. A joyous iris. 
Prolific bloomer. (Peach Float X Play Girl). Lightly laced. HM 89. $9.00 

JURIS PRUDENCE (Ernst 86 USA) M 36". Pure ivory white.A complete self with lots of 
ruffles and light lace. Vigoroys grower. (Kentucky Derby X Blue Lustre). $10.00 

JUST DELICIOUS (Blyth 89) E-M 36". A beautiful and vibrant plicata. Standards are 
champagne pink; falls are white with a 'I•" rosy violet stitched edge of falls . Bright orange 
red beards. Excellent wide, flared and ruffled form. Superb branching giving lovely balance 
to a stem. A sure show winner with 3 and 4 out at once. Good grower (Gigolo X 
Shenanigan). $15.00 

JUST MAGIC (Blyth 90 Aust) E-M-L 38". A full sister to Sky Echo but with bluer 
standards. Standards are icy white with a blue flush flowing through. Falls are creamy icy 
white with white beards. Wonderful full ruffled form with great branching. A vigorous 
grower. Quality all round I (Perfect Couple X Allegiance). HC 90. $20.00 

JUST MARRIED (Ghio 84 USA) ML 32''. Frilly laced blend of pearly rose, pink and blue. 
Makes small plants. (Fringed Taffeta X Highness sib). $12.50 

KARAMINKA. See new Introduction in front of Catalogue. 

KINGLY DIGNITY (Niswonger 89 USA) ML 34". Pale blue standards and deeper blue 
falls with deeper blue around yellow beards. Good grower with lots of buds. (Premonition 
X Coral Beauty). EC 89. $25.00 

KNIGHTED (Tim Blyth 87) M-M L38". Standards are pure white; falls are royal violet with 
'I•" border of lighter violet. Beards are gold. 3 to 4 flowers out at once make it a great show 
iris. The pedigree could also make itan interesting parent. A much improved Snowmound. 
(Mossenova X Noon Siesta) . 3rd, Primo Firenze, Italy 91 . $10.00 

LADY FRIEND (Ghio 81 USA) VE-E 38". A real hybridizing breakthrough, a most 
individual colour in garnet rose. It is getting towards red from the pink side. It certainly has 
marvellous carrying power in the garden and is much admired by all. It is a vigorous grower 
and makes an instant clump with multiple stems and super branching. Greatl HM 83 
(Indian Territory x Countryman). AM 85. $9.00 

LARK ABOUT (Blyth 90 Aust) VE-M 38". One of the first tall bearded Iris to flower each 
year and ideal for an early show or a lovely early spot of colour in the garden . It is a plicata 
with standards of lavender grey; falls are white with 1

/," edge of lavender violet stitching and 
old gold beards. Ruffled blooms with 3 out at once on show stems. (Charmed Life X 
Gigolo). $17.50 

LATIN HIDEAWAY (Nichols 86 USA) ML 34". A very colourful combination. Standards 
are lavender and buff; falls are wine red, edged tannish violet. Beards are bright orange. 
Is winning lots of acclaim in America. (Taj Rani X In Tempo) . AM 90. $12.50 

LATIN LARK (Blyth 88 Aust) EM 36". The standards are pink buff with a coral influence; 
falls are light ruby red with 't." edge of standard colour. Ruffled, flared and laced, tangerine 
red beards. The branching is variable, some show winning. Popular! (Capricorn Dancer 
x Anon) X Queen in Calico)). HC 88. $15.00 

LEDA'S LOVER (Hager 80 USA) M 38". We think the best white Iris available. 'It is not 
a chalk white but a warm creamy white with opulent ruffles and style. Lemon beards blend 
in making a delightful new variety . Franklin Cook Cup 81. Walther Cup and top HM82(Blue 
Geometrics sib x Ice Sculpture), AM 84. $10.00 

LEGATO. See new Introductions in front of Catalogue. 

LEMON SPICE (Gibson 85 USA) M 35". One of the last of Jim Gibsons plicatas. 
Standards are bright yellow; falls are yellow and heavily haft marked and lined in rich 
brown. A small white area surrounds the orange brown beards. Lovely ruffles. (Queen in 
Calico X (Kilt Lilt x (Orange Plush x 14-9A)). $12.50 

LIAISON (Ghio 86 USA) M 36". A colour riot. Pink standards with peach midribs; velvety 
purple falls with narrow pink petal edge and starburstpattern around the red beards. (Ringo 
X Magic Man). HM 88. $9.00 

LIGHT BEAM (Lesley Blyth 85 Aust) E-M Re. Full lemon yellow erect standards; falls 
are white stitched bright lemon, slightly deeper at hafts. Lemon yellow beards. It is wide 
and ruffled. Very vigorous. Reblooms well in Autumn. (Broadway x Beverly Sills). HC 86, 
HM 87. $9.00 

LILLYPILLY WINE (Blyth 87 Aust) VE-M 36". A great beginning to the Tall Bearded Iris 
season starts with this lovely creation. It is an orchid blue pink with a whitish area on the 
falls. Also a light plicata pattern shows on falls. Big bushy red beards set it off. An exciting 
Iris with show winning branching and could be a terrific parent with its pedigree. Purple 
based foliage (Goddess X Triple Crown). $9.00 

LIME LIGHTER (Schreiner SS USA) ML38". Super soft butler yellow with creamier centre 
in the falls. Prominent orange yellow beards. Ruffled form with show stem quality. (Tinsel 
Town Sdlg X ((Glazed Orange sib x Orange Chariot) x Lacy Snowflake)). $25.00 

LIPSTICK LIES (Blyth 85 Aust) M 38". A unique colour pattern showing up from two 
parents that have no plicatagenes in their background. Colour is pristine white, clear and 
pure. Vibrant red beards light up the flowers and plicata stitching of purple are highlighted 
at hafts. A very pretty Iris with super branching and bud count. Good grower. (Ranee's 
Palace x Touch of Bronze) . HC 85, HM 86, AM 87. $10.00 

LIQUEUR CREME (Blyth 89) M-ML 36". Standards are creamy white; falls are white with 
'I, lemon yellow edge, deepening at hafts and gold beards. It is a much better than its 
parentEastertime as a grower. Foliage is deep green with a dark purple base. An excellent 
show Iris. (Eastertime X (Flareup x Gold Galore)). $20.00 

LONDON LORD (Blyth 86 Aust) M 34". We think this is a stunning flower. It is a sister 
to Pass the Wine and Moomba. Flower form and colour are better but branching 
is tight. Stands are icy blue white; falls are velvety purple black with 'I•" lilac border. 
Brilliant tangerine beards. Wish it had one more branch. (Tomorrows Child x 
Magic Man) $10.00 

LOVELY GLOW (Gatty 87 USA) M 35". Pastel apricot with wide blocky form. There is 
a pink glow in the standards and a paler spot below the orange beards. Super form and 
a good grower. (((Shining Light x Honey Rae) x Dream Affair) X Candlegleam) $12.50 

LOYE 'N' LAUGHTER (Blyth 89) ML 32". A pretty, bright and vibrant Iris with 
P.inkish apricot standards and falls are deep rosy fuschsia with deep burnt tangerine 
beards. Good branching with 3 flowers out at once. Wide, flared and ruffled form and 
makes a good variety to plant in front of taller Iris. (Roman Walk X (Blushing Pink x Island 
Gypsy)) $12.50 

LOYAL DEVOTION (Waltermire 82 USA) EM 34". One of the bluest of the blue Iris we 
have ever grown. Super ruffled light blue with excellent branching and a good grower. We 
~m ~~ 

LOYALIST (Schrelner86 USA) M-L38". This is unique in colour and nothing comes near 
it. It is a vibrant magenta claret with an irridescence about it. It has lovely branching and 
grows well. (Master Touch X Schreiner Sdlg) . HM 88. $22.50 

LUNCHTIME LOVER (Blyth 86 Aust) E-M 38". A striking bicolour plicata, near amoena 
plicata, with standards being champagne with a creamy influence around midrib, falls are 
white with a 'I, solid plicata border of light violet, spotted and stitched a little deeper 
around hafts. Otd gold beards . Flowers are very ruffled and large. Strong stems make this 
a good show Iris as well as a striking garden subject. (Hindu Magic x (Capricorn Dancer 
x Anon)) . $9.00 

LYSANDRA (Blyth 87) EML 34". Snow white standards; falls are white with a blue 
lavender overlay blending out to white at edges. Beards are brilliant saturn red. Light tan 
hafts. Lilting and bright with superb 4 way show branching . Prolific grower. (Mossenova 
X Chinese Treasure). $9.00 

MADAME PERSIA (Blyth 86 Aust) E-M 36". The colour reminds us of an intricately 
woven Persian rug, a pretty plicata that asks one to have a second look. Standards are lilac 
violet; falls are white with a slightly deeper stitched edge of rose violet. Beards are light 
bronze. Branching is super with 3 to 5 flowers out at once. A sure show winner. (Sapharine 
x Flamenco). $8.00 

MAGHAREE (Blyth 86 Aust) M-L 38"-40". This is the best pink amoena we have seen 
to date and has caused a lot of comment since it first bloomed. Standards are pure white 
with a light flush of pink at midribs; falls are rose to orchid pink with a 'I•" border of white . 
Beards are orange tangerine and stand out. Flowers are huge and ruffled . Show branching 
with a high bud count. We are very pleased with this. Fertile both ways. ((Love Chant x 
Festive Skirt) x Cameo Wine) . HC 85, HM 86, AM 87. $10.00 

MALAGUANA(Ghlo 85 USA) EML40". For an instant clump and sparkling vibrant splash 
of colour, you can't go past this . It is a blend of orange and pink with a small white spot on 
each fall. Red beards. Multibudded and vigorous. Long season of bloom. (Orangarie X 
Involved Ghio brown and orange seedlings). HM 87, AM 89. $12.50 

MARAUDER (Ghio 84 USA) E-M 36". Lustrous maroon red with black velvet sheen over 
the falls. Contrasting gold beards, show branching and good grower. (((Caption x Coffee 
House x Spartan) x Cherry Smoke) . HM 86. $10.00 

MARRIAGE VOWS (Ghio 87 USA) ML 38". Standards are light blue-pink; falls are blue 
white with soft picoteed lacy band. Fine branching and bud count. Small plants. (Just 
Married X Fortunata). $17.50 

MELISSA SUE (Hamner 83 USA) E-M 34". Airy ruffling and gay lacing make this deep 
pink Iris entrancing. Bright orange beards. A delectable pink creation. HM 86. (Pink Porn 
Porn X Carved Pink) . $12.50 



MEMOIRS (GHIO 88 USA) EM 36". Dusty rose and soft toasted peach blend with neat 
tangerine beards. Beautifully formed flowers, ruffled and waved. Excellent branching. 
(Praline X Involved Ghio sdlg) . $25.00 

MEMPHIS BLUES (Schreiner 87 USA) M-L 40". Heavily ruffled Lobelia blue flowers 
have white tinted zones around lemon beards. Beautifully rounded and ruffled form. An 
excellent grower with super branching makes a good show Iris and a great display. ((Navy 
Strut x Royal Regency) X Land a Lakes). HM 89. $17.50 

MOMENTUM (Dunn 86 USA) M 36". Ruffled white with pale blue stitching on the 
standards and violet stitching on the falls. Vigorous and well branched. (Perfecta X 
Spinning Wheel) . HM 88. $15.00 

MONTEVIDEO (Ghio 87 USA) L 38". True mid to dark orange self with show winning 
bra,-,.:hing. A very vigorous grower. ((Act of Love x (Feminine Charm x ((New Moon x 
Pond1,1rosa) x White Lightning))) X Coral Satin). HM 89. $17.50 

MOOMBA (Blyth 86 Aust) M-ML 36". A delightful sister to Pass the Wine and London 
Lord. Standards are lilac, shot with blue orchid. Difficuit to describe. Falls are velvety light 
violet deepening towards beards, imprecise light edge. Beards are tangerine orange. 
Huge full blooms on well branched stems. Easy grower. (Tomorrows Child x Magic 
Man) . $9.00 

MOON'S DE LIGHT (Hager 85 USA) E-M 3T'. Clear lemon yellow. paling to lighter yellow 
in the centre of falls. Self beards. (Beverly Sills X (Ice Sculpture x Liz)) $10.00 

MOUNTAIN VIOLET (Hamner 85 USA) EM 36". Rebloomer. This has pastel violet 
standards with a flush of pink; falls are deeper violet and vivid tangerine red beards. 
A pleasing and very clear colour combination. (Entourage X Heather Blush). 
HM 89. $12.50 

MUCHAS GRACIAS (Hager 84 USA) M 36". Full, wide and ruffled peach pink self. 
Tangerine beards . HM 87. (Vanity X Liz). $10.00 

MULLED WINE (Keppel 82 USA) ML 36". Colour is raspberry burgundy self with brown 
orange beards . Ethereal and stately. Has to be seen tc be appreciated. Was awarded best 
commercial new colour in Florence in 85. Quality plus! (Long involved pedigree x 
Maraschino). HM 84. Top AM 86. $10.00 

MUSIC MAESTRO (Blyth 90 Aust) E-M 34"-36". The loveliest mid blue we have seen to 
date in a crowded field of many blue Iris. This is a self of ultramarine blue with blue beards. 
It appears as if it is carved out of a block of blue steel. It has a metallic look. Super in all 
respects. A joy to grow. (Pledge Allegiance X Swirling Seas). $25.00 

MY VALENTINE (Hager 87 USA) M. 36". Pure, pure white with loads of lace and 
ruffle and oh yes, lovely red beards. (((Ice Sculpture x Liz) x Vanity) X Brides Lace). 
HM 89. $17.50 

NEOCLASSIC (Blyth 88 Aust) VE-E 34". A simply stunning early one that everyone 
loves. It is a wide ruffled salmon pink with salmon red beards. Branching is a bit high but 
it has won at early shows as a seedling. It is the best in its class, with so much lace and 
ruffle. (Erleen Richeson X Highness). $15.00 

NEUTRON DANCE (Blyth 87) E-L 34". The brightest gold amoena we have had in 
thouands of seedlings. Standards are pure white; falls are rich butter gold with gold beards. 
In comparison with its parent Alpine Journey. it has better colour, substance and width, the 
only point where A.J. wins is in its branching. Neutron Dance has 3 flowers out at once with 
up to 9 buds. Its parent often has 12 to 15 buds. A great advance, we are thrilled with it. 
A sister to Amber Snow. (Alpine Journey X Beach Girl) . $12.50 

OCEAN PACIFIC (Ghio 88 USA) EM 36". One of the bluest in the mid to sky blues. Very 
ruffled and vigorous and can rebloom in Autumn. (Hilo Shore X (Bubbling Over x (Verve 
x (Seance x (Sterling Silver x (Silver Skies x First Snow)))))). $17.50 

OKTOBERFEST (Maryott 87 USA) M 38". We think this is the best Orange Iris in 
commerce. It is simply luscious. It is a beautifully ruffled orange with undertonings of red 
and pink. Great branching and a super grower. Prominent orange red beards are a 
highlight. (Fresno Frolic X Hindenberg). HM 89. $14.00 

OLYMPIAD (Ghio 84 USA) EML 38". Delightful silvery blue with a deeper iridescent blue 
blush at the midrib and centre of falls. Super wide ruffled form; lots of branches and buds 
give an extra long bloom season. We love it. Sure to win lots of awards. (Bubbling Over 
x Mary Francis). HM 86, AM 88. $9.00 

OLYMPIC CHALLENGE (Schreiner 85 USA) EM 38". A rich orange with some yellow 
in the centre of the falls . Tangerine beards glow like flames. Well displayed flowers on 4 
way branched stems. Good show Iris. ((Flaming Star sdlg x Gold Trimming) X Fiery 
Chariot). HM 88. $9.00 

ORANGE CELEBRITY (Niswonger 84 USA) M 34". It's a bright flared orange with red 
beards that are dazzling. It was a real celebrity at the Boston Iris convention and won most 
votes for HC in 83. (Orange Empire x is. 23-77 inv. Orange Chariot, Oraglow etc). 
~~- ~~ 

ORANGE SHOW (Hamner 85 USA) ML 35". A ruffled and lightly laced pastel to buff 
orange with bright coral red beards. Small white blaze on falls. Great garden colour. 
(Orange Empire X Well Endowed). $10.00 

ORIENT AL IMAGERY (Black 85 USA) EM 33". Flesh pink and lavender orchid blend with 
more lavender sanding on the falls. A beautiful pastel. Red beards. (Infatuation X Rancho 
Rose). $10.00 

ORIGINALITY (Ghio 86 USA) M-L 3T'. A new exciting colour: Chocolate rose, ultra 
smooth with red beards. Multi buds and excellent branching. (Toastmaster sib x 
Praline). $10.00 

PACIAC TIDE (Cowdery 86 USA) M 38". Fully formed mid blue that reblooms reliably 
in Autumn. Well branched and a very fast increaser. (Vivien X Full Tide) . HM 89. $9.00 

PAGAN DANCE (Blyth 89) E-M-L Rebloomer in Autumn. Difficult to convey how this 
Iris looks when flowering. It's lovely. Standards are violet; falls are velvety black-violet with 
a 'la" edge of the standard colour. It has a sort of iridescent electricity about it and everyone 
loves it. Branching is a bit variable like its parent, but it makes a tremendous show and is 
a very reliable rebloomer for us. Good grower. (Cameo Wine X In Smoke). $15.00 

PAINTED BLUE. See new Introductions in front of Catalogue. 

PALACE GOSSIP (Blyth 83 Aust) E-EM 34". A plicata of the darkesttones of burgundy, 
darker by far than any other we have grown or seen overseas. Standards are almost solid 
burgundy. closed and ruffled, falls have a 3

/," border of burgundy and a vivid white area 
shows through in the centre. Beards are also burgundy tipped bronze. Super show 
branching and good growth habits make it an ideal all round Iris. (Going My Way x 
Caramba). HC 84, HM 85, AM 86, HM Florence 87. $10.00 

PARADISE LANE (Hamner 86 USA) EM 34". Ruffled and lightly laced rose pink 
with tangerine beards. Lovely colour. (Beauty Crown X (Party Parfait x Melissa 
Sue)). $25.00 

PASS THE WINE (Blyth 85 Aust) E-M 36". Standards are champagne with smoky 
lavender infusion; falls are velvety smoky red plum, a very smooth colour, and each 
fall has 11,· band of lilac rose. Brilliant tangerine red beards. Lovely form. Branching 
is super and foliage is noted for its very dark purple base. (Tomorrows Child x Magic 
Man). HC 85. $9.00 

PEACEFUL WATERS (Schreiner• 88 USA) ML 35". A serene light sapphire blue self 
with remarkable breadth and near perfection in form. Well branched with 8 to 1 O buds will 
make it a good show Iris. (Victor Herbert X Tide's In). $15.00 

PEACH BISQUE (Maryott USA) M 38". This is winning a lot of awards and praise in 
America. A heavily ruffled wide creamy peach with tangerine beards. Stunning form, good 
grower. (Involving Homecoming Queen and Carved Cameo etc.) . HM 89, Franklin Cook 
Cup 89. $15.00 

PEKING SUMMER (Schreiner84 USA) ML 40". Lovely amber gold standards. ls are rich 
smooth rose maroon. Beards are old gold. Flowers are ruffled and even lightly laced. 
((Cloud Capers sdlg x Breaking Dawn) X Seedling). HM 86. $10.00 

PENCHANT (Robert Harding 86 Aust) M 36". This Iris has been admired by many for 
some time and grown by some with much pleasure under number. It is a delightful light 
powder blue with near perfect form and branching . We love it. (Mary Frances x Full Tide). 
~-~~ ~~ 
PERFECTCOUPLE(Ghio/Maryott 84 USA) E 36". Re blooms. A sister to Olympiad. Mid 
blue standards and white falls. Super show branching .Also lovely on rebloom. ((Surf Rider 
x (Sea Venture x Mystique)) X (Crushed Velvet x Intuition) . $10.00 

PHYSIQUE (Blyth 88 Aust) EM 36". Huge blooms with a sort of glow about them that has 
to be seen. Standards are powder blue, falls are iridescent violet. Beards are bright red. 
Very wide with good branching. Light perfume. (Street Dancer X (Mossenova x Chinese 
Treasure)) . $12.50 

PINK FROTH (Keppel 85 USA) VE-E 34". A super new plicata from Keith Keppel. It is 
ivory white stitched lavender pink and it has pale burnt peach beards. Pink styles. (Pod 
parent of Generosity x April Melody) X Involved Plic sdlgs) HM 89. $10.00 

PINK MEMORIES (Burger 85 USA) M 35". Ruffled medium pink standards with 
paler falls edged deeper pink. Beards are coral pink. Good show stems. (Irish Lullaby X 
Crystal City). $10.00 

PINK SWAN (Gibson 84 USA) M 35". Ruffled and fluted lacy cool pink with fat pink buds. 
Great branching. It puts on a great show and is a garden stopper. (Playgirl X Perfectly 
Clear). $12.50 

PLANNED TREASURE (Burger85 USA) E-L 35". Standards are soft pink; falls are white 
washed orchid purple 'I, way down with 3/," band of orchid purple. Sweet fragrance. 
Ruffled and excellent branching. A show Iris. (Timely Treasure X Dream Romance). 
HM 88. $12.50 

PLAY OF LIGHTS (Gibson 85 USA) M 38". The standards are lavender infused 
orange and brown; falls are violet edged brown. Orange beards. (San Jose X Beyond 
sdlg). $12.50 
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PLEDGE ALLEGIANCE (Schreiner 84 USA) E-M 36". A super Iris for us. It is a rich 
medium blue including beards. Wide ruffled form and good growing characteristics. Highly 
recommended (from very involved Schreiner blue and black seedlings). HC 82, HM 86, 
AM 88. $9.00 

POLAR SEAS (Kappel 87 USA) E 35". A showy neglecta-plicata, with ruffled blue 
lavender standards and falls of campanula violet with a white centre spot on falls below 
deep blue beards. Perfection in form and branching. (Charmed Life X Involved Keppel 
plicata sdlg) . $20.00 

PORCELAIN BALLET (Black 85 USA) ML 32". Standards are rosy apricot, blended 
with an apricot border; falls are pink apricot blended apricot. Bright red orange beards, 
ruffled and a noticeable and pronounced sweet fragrance. (Old Flame X Instant 
Charm) $12.50 

PRECIOUS MOMENTS (Gatty 82 USA) EM 33". We think this is the best introduction 
from Joe Gatty for two reasons. Its beauty and its proven and potential breeding ability. 
Soft creamy white standards over light white falls . Perfect form in all respects and superb 
branching. Dykes Medal potential!! ((Heavens Best x (Winter Olympics x Azure Lace) X 
Dream Affair) . HM 85, AM 88. $12.50 

PREFERED STOCK (Gaulter 85 USA) M 36". Lightly ruffled deep golden yellow with 
deeper gold beards. Huge blooms. (Countryman sdlg X Lighted Within). $10.00 

PRESENCE (Gatty 87 USA) E-M 32". Large broad flowers of light pink undertoned 
mauve. Salmon beards shaded lilac. Good branching and an exceptional bud count. 
A lovely Iris from the top pink Iris hybridizer. ((Paradise sib x sib) X Simply Pretty) 
HM 89. $25.00 

PURPLE PEPPER (Naarpass 86 USA) M 35". Lavender blue standards lightly dotted in 
the centre violet. The falls are white, heavily peppered blue violet, solidly coloured at 
edges. An unusual patterned plicata. (Spinning Wheel X Easy Street) . $20.00 

QUIET MOMENT (Gatty 88 USA) ML 34". Soft soothing tones of creamy buff with peach 
cast, faintly paler beneath the harmonizing ivory to buff to tangerine beards. Standards 
domed; falls very flared, all gently ruffled. Well branched stems. (Mannequin X 
Paradise) . $25.00 

QUIET RIOT (Ernst 86 USA) M 36". Mauve buff to burgundy stands; falls are mulberry 
shaded burgundy with orchid blue haze in the centre. Luscious blending of colour. 
(Cranberry Ice X (Sumptuous x Sandberry)) . $20.00 

RADIANT ENERGY (Maryott 86 USA) M 3T'. Heavily ruffled deep yellow self. Deep 
yellow beards. (Gatty sdlg X Hindenberg). HM 90. $10.00 

RANCHO GRANDE (Ghio 88 USA) EM 35". An immense ruffled bitone, standards are 
rosy tan; falls are honey tan with amber hafts. Large scalloped ruffles show off 
the Speculator parentage. Vigorous. (((Financier x Temple Gold) x Speculator) X 
Speculator) $20.00 

RARE TREAT (Schreiner 87 USA) E-M 34". This is the most stunning plicata Schreiners 
have introduced and they have introduced many. A precise ' I•" mid blue marking and 
stitching on "white" white petals. Beards are blue. A delight. Great branching and a good 
grower. (Blue Staccato X (Quiet Times x Socialite)) HM 89. $20.00 

RASPBERRY FUDGE (Kappel 89 USA) EM 36". Standards are light yellow almost 
completely covered with raspberry tan plicata infusion; falls are cream with darker brown 
raspberry hafts and wide dotted and washed border. Beards are burnt brick red. Ruffled 
and rounded form. (Gigolo X Columbia the Gem) . $27.50 

RED LION (Hagar 86 USA) EM 3T'. Maroon red self with yellow beards tipped bronze 
and it has show stalks. Great for an early show (From very involved red and brown 
breeding) . HM 88. $15.00 

ROCKET MASTER (Blyth 90 Aust) E-M-L 36". A very stirring plicata with standards of 
solid burgundy wine; falls are white with •,.· stitched edge of burgundy wine with some 
veining running onto the white area. Creamy white beards. Wide ruffled and fluted form 
((Sapharine x Flamenco) X (Fancy Dancer x Broadway)). $20.00 

ROLE MODEL (Denney 88 USA) EM 36". Well formed bitone of rosy melon and amber 
tan, highlighted with tangerine beards. ((Spectacular Bid x Brandy) X All That Jazz). 
HM 90. $20.00 

ROLLING THUNDER (Schreiner 85 USA) ML 36". Ruffled brilliant violet heliotrope self . 
Easy grower. ((Navy strut x sdlg) X Visual Arts) . $9.00 

ROMANTICIST (Kappel 88 USA) M 36". Warm peachy standards, shaded and suffused 
rosy mauve, domed and ruffled. Falls are creamy buff, flushed peach, with solid hafts and 
a 1/," edge of deeper rosy mauve. Soft apricot beards. Delightfully ruffled form gives an 
excellent overall effect. A choice new plicata. (Highland Haze X Gigolo). $22.50 

ROSARITA (Kappel 89 USA) EM 38". Another stylish Keppel plicata to grace your 
garden. Standards are orchid rose on buff; falls are apricot cream with a white patch around 
rust orange red beards; to this add rosy brown petal edges. Good grower. (Laredo X Queen 
in Calico). $27.50 

ROUND TABLE (Ghlo87 USA) EM 38". Solid mid brown standards; falls are brilliant gold, 
edged in brown stitching. Unique! Yellow beards. A great colour. Not a fast increaser, but 
good plants. (Gigolo X Ghio involved sdlg; Sister to Chuckles) HM 89. $20.00 

ROYAL CRUSADER (Schreiner 85 USA) EM 35". Simply huge blooms of good 
proportion. full cloud blue standards contrast nicely with the deep blue falls . Branching 
makes for a show winner and also a great garden display. (Sdlg X Pledge Allegiance) . 
HC 84, HM 88. $10.00 

ROYAL ELEGANCE (Gatty 88 USA) M 36". Beautifully ruffled periwinkle blue, shaded 
chicory with light texture veining; paler blue beards faintly tipped yellow. Wide petals with 
up to 10 buds on show branched stems. Fashion setter! (Winterscape X Swirling 
Seas) . $25.00 

ROYALIST (Dunn 87 USA) M 3T'. Standards are lavender blue, darker violet falls with 
lighter area around blue beards. Colours blend well. Good grower. (Colours X 
(Premonition sib x (Mystique x Barletta))). HM 90. $22.50 

ROYAL PREMIER (Maryott 85 USA) M 34". A complete self of ruffled red maroon with 
matching beards. Good parent for red blacks. (Seeing Red X Maroon Bells) . $14.00 

RUSTLER (Kappel 88 USA) E-M 38". This is a most delightful iris with amber to 
rose brown standards; darker rusty henna falls edged in paler henna; orange yellow 
beards.A great colour especially if backlit. Lovely branching . (Laredo X Dazzling Gold). 
AM 90. $25.00 

SAFFRON FLAME (Ha111blan 84 USA) ML38". Stunning colour. A saffron yellow self with 
bright orange red beards. Lots of flowers out at once. Vital! (Gold Galore X (Vegas x Fond 
Illusion)) . HM 88. $9.00 

SALMOND BAND (Rudolph 86 USA) E 34". Standards are salmon peach with the falls 
being white with 'h" band around them of the standard colour. Tangerine red beards. (Sdlg 
X Peach Band). $15.00 

SAMURAI SILK (Blyth 88 Aust) EM 42". A lovely creamy creation, it is a light orange to 
apricot with a white flush below apricot tangerine beards. Branching is 4 to 5 way and is 
a sure show winner. (Edna's Wish X Orangerie). $12.50 

SAPPHIRE DAWN (Mohr 83 USA) M. 38". Large flowers of ruffled and fluted pale 
blue with dark blue beards. Good grower and a fine show Iris. (Peace Dove X Navy 
Strut). $12.50 

SATIN SATAN (WEILLER 86 USA) EML 35". A black violet self with matching beards. 
Slight sweet fragrance . (Watch It X Sdlg) . $15.00 

SCHORTMAN'S GARNET RUFFLES (Schortman 83 USA) E-M 36". Rabloomar. Rich 
garnet red with more ruffles than any other red we grow. Super branching and bud 
placement, also has good branching at rebloom. Not a fast increaser. (From several 
generations of Seeing Red x Apollo Red). HM 85. $10.00 

SECRET MELODY (Schreiner 88 USA). Pure smooth apricot standards over falls of light 
apricot, heavily stitched rich raspberry-rose. This makes a fine colour contrast with 
a rhythm of its own. A vigorous grower with lots of increase. (Capricious X Queen 
~~~- mM 
SERENGETI. See new Introductions in front of Catalogue. 

SHINE ON WINE (Lesley Blyth 87 Aust) E-M 38". A delightful new variegata. 
The standards are honey to yellow gold; falls are light red brown. Beards are gold. 
Great wide ruffled form with super branching. A sister to Spanish Bold. (Broadway X Show 
~- ~~ 

SHIRALEE (Blyth 88 Aust) M 36". This is a grandchild of Beverly Sills and retains that 
lovely form , yet it is a plicata. The standards are lavender pink, lightly plicata ve ined; falls 
are white with deeper lavender rose edging and centre line down falls . Beards are white 
tipped pale tangerine. This is lovely in all respects. (Lightbeam X (Worlds Beyond x (Wings 
of Dreams x Flamenco))). $10.00 

SILKIRIM (Paul Blyth 87 Aust) M-ML 38". A really good contrasting plicata. Standards 
are white with old rose stitching and dotting; falls are white with'!.'' plicata edge of deeper 
rose. Very precise application. Beards are old gold. Prolific increaser. Makes an instant 
clump. (French Gown X (Wood Wine x Roundup)). HC 87. $12.50 

SILVERADO (Schrelnar87 USA) M 38". This is as near perfection in an Iris as we have. 
Colour is cool blue white or silvery white with lavish ruffling . Stunning form and finish. 
(Royal Satin sib X Carriage Trade) . Will win lots of awards . HM 89. $20.00 

SILVER FLOW (Hagar 84 USA) M 36". Medium lavender with falls paling to silver. Lovely 
form. Many people love this . HM 86. $10.00 

SILVER STITCH (Blyth 87 Aust) E-M 36". Standards are cream stitched, veined and 
blended pastel grey violet; falls are bright creamy white with a defined edge of silvery 
lavender grey. Light rosy tan hafts and gold beards. Would be great for floral art. The ladies 
love it. (Rustic Dance X Etiquette) . HC 87, HM 88. $10.00 



SIX PACK (Slade 84 USA) M 35". Flat form like a Japanese Iris. It has no standards and 
6 falls of pastel violet-blue with a lighter area on the centre. Orange beards tipped white 
on all petals. A pronounced sweet fragrance. This has been so popular in the garden over 
the past 2 seasons. Superb substance and a strong grower. (Milrace x Mary Frances). 
HM 86. $10.00 

SKYE (Paul Blyth 88 Aust) EM 3T'. Delightful powder blue self with deep blue beards 
heavily tipped bronze. 3 to4 branches. A much improved Touch ofBronze and a sure show 
winner. (Touch of Bronze X Pacific Gambler) . $10.00 

SKY ECHO (Blyth 89) E-M 34". A super Iris for us. The colour is icy blue white with slightly 
lighter falls, with a feint deeper area below white beards. Beautiful form and heavy 
substance allows it to stand rough weather far better than most. An excellent show Iris. 
Deep purple based foliage. (Olympiad X Pledge Allegiance). HM 90. $12.50 

SNOWBOOK (Keppel 86 USA) EM 36". Very pretty plicata and much admired by 
all who have seen this over the past two seasons. It is pure white with a bright blue narrow 
stitched edge on the falls only. White beards. So pristine. (Involved Keppel plicata X 
Charmed Life). $17.50 

SNOW D'OR. See new Introductions in front of Catalogue. 

SOARING. See new Introductions in front of Catalogue. 

SOO LING (Kegerise 87 USA) ML 32". Pale baby ribbon pink with slightly lighter falls, 
peach orange beards. Flared and ruffled. (Moment in Time X Paradise) . $J2.50 

SPANISH BOLD ( Lesley Blyth 86 USA) M 36". Standards are deep rich butterscotch to 
old gold; falls are deep red brown with a little bit of ruffle, they are wide and clean . A very 
good grower with three way branching and terminal bud. Puts on a delightful show. 
(Broadway x Showbiz) . HC 86. $12.50 

SPATZEL (Paul Blyth 86 Aust) EM 36". A most vibrant plicata with super branching. Up 
to 5 blooms out at once on well spaced stems. The ground colour is pure bright white. 
Standards are nearly solid red violet; falls are edged with 3/," of red violet. White beards 
tipped violet. Rapid increaser and easy grower. (Palace Gossip x Woodwine). $9.00 

SPICED CUSTARD (Weiler 87 USA) ML 32". One of the brightest Iris in the garden for 
colour, though form is tailored. Standards are a blend of cream and yellow. Falls are apricot 
brown to cinnamon with brilliant red orange beards. ((Misty Moonscape x Miss Goldilocks) 
X Trudy sdlg) . HM 89 . $10.00 

SPIN-OFF (Maryott 87 USA) M 34". A bitone from plicata breeding. Orchid rose 
standards and wine rose falls . The hafts are netted with white. ((Magenta Rose x Porta 
Villa) X (Miss Comment x Anon)). $10.00 

SPRING CHILD. See new lniroductions in front of Catalogue. 

STARLIT BLUE (Weller83 USA) EM 30". A white ground plicatasuffused deep blue with 
white veining. Creamy white beards . It has a pronounced sweet fragrance. (Weiler 
71-10-2 X Deep Throat) . $10.00 

STORM BRINGER (Marjorie Harding 87) M-L 32". Late in the season comes this lovely. 
Standards are deep velvety blue; falls are deep velvety blue black; self beards. Delightful 
form, branching and growth. Has rebloomed for us. (Night Song X Cabaret Royale). 
HC 86. $10.00 

STRADIVARIUS (Maryott 85 USA) M 3T'. Heavily ruffled mid to light brown including 
beards. Lovely balanced form and show winning stems. (Veneer sib x San Jose) X ((West 
Coast x Sunny Delight) x Coffee House)). $10.00 

STRAWBERRY SENSATION (Powell 80 USA) E-L 35". Here is a completely original 
colour. Crushed strawberry with lots of rose in it. Red beards. A gorgeous flavour but a slow 
increaser. Strong plants. (Camelot Hues x Two Pinks) . $9.00 

SUCCESS STORY (Ghio 87 USA) EM 34". A stunning neglecta that is notable for its 
clarity of colour. Standards are light blue; falls are fuchsia violet . Falls are lemon. Well 
branched and very showy. (Alpine Castle X (Gay Parasol x Mystique)) . $15.00 

SUNNY AND WARM (Garry 87 USA) E-M-L 38". Rebloomer. Clear light yellow 
standards and sunny yellow falls . Ruffle plus some lace. It has marvellous branching and 
bud count, making it a super show Iris as well as a warm spot in the garden. ((((Princess 
x Grand Waltz) x Bon Bon sib) x Paradise sib) X Catalyst). HM 87. $12.50 

SUPER DANCER (Blyth 89) E-M 36". Standards are tan-beige-apricot with a violet flush 
at the midribs; falls are light plum violet, heavily ruffled. Tangerine beards. Very wide 
and flared form. An interesting colour pattern. (Street Dancer X (Nefertiti X Keppel 
77-1110). $12.50 

SUPERMAN (Maryott 86 USA) M 38". Large ruffled light blue with vivid red beards. 
Lovely form and ruffle . The branching is super and a sure show winner. Easy grower. 
((Firewater x Stop Sign) X Vivien) . Well named! HM 89. $14.00 

SUPER STUFF (Gibson 85 USA) ML 35". Light salmon apricot grounded plicata, heavily 
washed with rich red purple and shaded brown. Lots of ruffle . (Columbia the Gem X Queen 
in Calico). $12.50 

SUPREME SULTAN (Schreiner 88 USA) ML 40". This is one of the largest Iris flowers 
we have seen. A flamboyant variegata with arched golden ochre standards and solid rich 
mahogany falls. Bronze beards. Very strong well branched stems. Just a touch of lace on 
the ruffled flowers. (Gallant Moment X Peking Summer) . HM 90. $27.50 

SURF LADY (Blyth 88 Aust) EM 40". The standards are light blue, near white; falls are 
lavender blue with pronounced lemon yellow beards. Form is wide, ruffled and blocky. It 
has super show branching. We love it. (Flower Show X Dutch Girl). $10.00 

SWAIN (Blyth 89) VE-M 36". A strongly coloured and vibrant Iris, standards are tan 
brown; falls are red-brown with gold beards. The form is wide, arching and nicely ruffled. 
Excellent show Iris for the early show, flowering here on Oct 12th. A super coloured Iris 
coming from a plicata outcross. Will be a great parent, (Broadway x Showbiz) X ((Alpine 
Castle x (Lisa Ann x Flirtation Walk)) x (Flamenco x Joyce Terry)). $17.50 

SWAN DANCE (Weller 85 USA) E-M 3T'. Fragrant ice blue to white with pale lemon 
beards. (Involved lemon and white breeding). $10.00 

SWEET MUSETTE)Schrainar 86 USA) ML 38". Flamingo standards and rose falls and 
tangerine beards. The rouging effect on the falls add up to a delightful combination. 
Beautiful branching and growth. We love it. ((Son of Star sdlg x Sandberry) X ((Rippling 
Waters x (Lilac Supreme x Christmas Time) x Dream Time sdlg). HM 88. $15.00 

TAFFETA BOW (Blyth 89) M 36". Rosy orchid self with brighttangerine beards. Perfectly 
balanced stems with 3 and 4 flowers out at once making it a sure show winner. Sweet 
perfume. (Rosabelle V. X Wine Coloured Days). $20.00 

TAJ REGIS (Blyth 88 Aust) M-ML 32". A strange silky lavender self with small brown 
hafts and rich chocolate brown beards . Wide ruffled form and the branching is variable. 
Some show stems. it makes a lovely clump of colour and it is unique in its colour pattern. 
((Latin Lover x Bayberry Candle) x Dutch Chocolate) X ((Love Chant x Festive Skirt) x 
(C.iramba x Pink Ember)) . $15.00 

TANGO BRAVO (Blyth 87 Aust) M-ML 36". This Iris has a lovely creaminess in its 
appearance that is hard to describe. The standards are apricot flushed creamy coral to 
paw-paw. Falls are slightly deeper in colour. Beards are orange tangerine . Good branching 
and quite a surprise when it opens. ((Tranquil Star x (Love Chant x Festive Skirt)) x Beach 
Boy) . HC 87. $12.50 

THRILLER (Schreiner 88 USA) ML 36". A super coloured Iris. It is intense cerise claret 
with darker striking beards. Excellent substance and good three way branching. Well 
named! (Lorilee x Lady X) X (Sailors Dance sdlg. x Sdlg). HM 90. $27.50 

TIDE'S IN (Schrelner83 USA) EM 36". The finest light blue Iris introduced by Schreiners. 
Lots of bubble ruffle and frills . Colour is delft or sea blue with white beards, All growth and 
proportions are super. (Fashion Trend X Sdlg). HC 82, HM 85, AM 88. $9.00 

TIFFANY TIME (Blyth 90 Aust) M 36" - 38". The colour of this new one reminds of the 
older variety called Cherub Choir that was so popular some years ago. This is a pale soft 
lacy pink with a slightly lighter area round the bright coral pink beards. A good show Iris 
with 3 or 4 flowers out at once. (First Blush X Niswonger 12-77; Lilac Thrill sib) $20.00 

TIGER BUTTER (Ernst 86 USA) M 36". A brilliant display of colour with golden standards 
and falls ruby with a 'I•" edge of gold. Bright orange beards. Lots of flowers out at once. 
((Bayberry Candle x Hi Top) X Carolina Honey). $17.50 

TIME PIECE (Roderick 87 USA) ML. Lovely bright clear yellow with small white spots 
below yellow beards. Broad and ruffled form. (Sheer Poetry X Copyright) . $17.50 

TITAN'S GLORY (Schreiner 81 USA) EM 3T'. Sumptuous and silken bishops purple self. 
Words fail to convey the loveliness. To grow it is to know. (Navy Strut x H201 -2) . HM 83. 
AM 85, HM 88. $12.50 

TOASTMASTER (Ghlo84 USA) ML38". Described as toasted watermelon. To us, a light 
coppery terracotta. A super new colour. Huge blooms. (From involved Ghio seedlings). 
HM 86. $12.50 

TOMORROWS CHILD (Blyth 84 Aust) M-ML We think our best introduction to date 
hence the reason for its introduction in America. Standards are pretty pastel pink, falls are 
iridescent red violet with prominent edge of pastel pink; tangerine red beards. One of the 
first bicolours with light lace. Super branching, good grower. Also a good parent. (Lisa Ann 
x Child of Fortune). HC 83, HM (USA) 86, HM (Aust) 87, AM (USA) 88. $10.00 

TONGUE TWISTER. See new Introductions in front of Catalogue. 

TOWN CLOWN (Blyth 87 Aust) M-ML 34". A bright spot of colour and a red white and 
blue combination. Standards are white; falls are mid blue and set off with bright tangerine 
red beards. Flared, ruffled and fluted blooms on superbly branched stems. 3 to 4 flowers 
out at once make it a good show Iris. (In Smoke X ((LoveChantx Festive Skirt) x (Caramba 
x Pink Ember))). $10.00 

TOWN GOSSIP. See new Introductions in front of Catalogue. 

UNDER A CLOUD (Blyth 88 Aust) VE-EM 38''. A striking sister to Silver Stitches. 
Standards are white, lightly stitched violet all over; falls are white, stitched deeper violet 
all over and deepening towards the hafts. Deep gold beards. 3 to 4 way show winning 
branching. (Rustic Dance X Etiquette). $9.00 
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VENETIAN QUEEN (Blyth 87 Aust) E-M 38". A new colour combination. Standards are 
pastel orchid lavender beige . Falls are cocoa rose pink with red beards. The only way to 
explain the colour is to see it. Super grower with 3 to 4 way branching and plenty of buds. 
Makes a stunning clump. ((Tomorrows Child x Magic Man) x Beach Girl). $9.00 

VENUS RISING (Gatty 84 USA) E 35". Rich pretty peach tones with hot points of coral 
as beards. A classic beauty as desirable as the goddess she is named for. Pure bliss! 
(Wings of Dreams x (Princess x Pink Sleigh)) . $10.00 

VER IS MO (Hager 87 USA) M 37:. Big and wide dark to chocolate brown with ruffling and 
fl uting. Beards are bronzed yellow. This may need protection from full sun in extremely hot 
areas as it could overbloom. (Involved sdlgs from Dutch Chocolate, Brass accents 
~. ~~ 

VIOLET RINGS (Gibson 86 USA) M 38". A plicata with blended violet standards; falls are 
white edged in the colour of standards . (((Smoke Rings x Blueberry Trim) x Smoke Rings) 
X (Smoke Rings x Beguiling Beauty sib)) . $15.00 

VOODOO BLUES (Blyth 87 Aust) EM 35". Hugh blooms, one of the largest. Stands are 
light pastel blue; falls are bishops violet with a slightly lighter bleeding of colour at edge of 
petal; beards are bright lemon yellow. 4 way branching and strong grower. Good show Iris. 
((fra,1quil Star x (Love Chant x Festive Skirt)) X Premonition) . HC 87. $10.00 

WARRIOR KING (Schreiner 85 USA) M-ML 35". The king of the reds says the raiser. 
The deep glossy red colouring is non fading with a velvet like sheen. Lovely 
proportions and excellent branching . (Spartan Sdlg X (Vitafire x War Lord) x sdlg)). HC 
~~~. ~~ 

WAR SAILS (Schreiner 84 USA) ML 42''. Unique in the red coloured Iris. It is described 
as spicy brick red . Matching beards. Well branched tall stems. HC 83, HM 86. $15.00 

WENSLEYDALE (Dodsworth 86 Eng) M 40". Standards are white tinted violet; falls are 
violet. Beards are white. Ruffled form and super show branching. Good grower. 
(lngleborough x Mystique). AGC (UK) 85, Dykes Medal (UK) 1988. See how an English 
Dykes winner compares with the American varieties. $10.00 

WINDSURFER (Maryott 83 USA) M 3T'. For us, one of the prettiest Iris we have.A lovely 
light blue with large white areas on the falls and standard base. Wide and ru ffled . Great. 
(River Rhythm X Victoria Falls) . $10.00 

WITCHES' SABBATH (Maryott 86 USA) M 3T'. Simply stunning in its contrast. A black 
purple self with striking bronze beards, heavy ruffles and superb form. Show winning 
stems. In a class of its own . (Waltzing Widow X ((Prophecy x Gypsy Belle) x Intuition). 
HM 88. $15.00 

WITCH'S WAND (Blyth 88 Aust) M-ML 36". The standards are electric violet-black with 
a silky sheen; falls are near black with a velvety finish . The flowers are set off with bright 
tangerine red beards. The form is wide and ruffled and show stems are produced. It is the 
nearest we have seen to a red bearded black Iris. Simply stunning in the garden. 
(Tomorrows Child X Magic Man) , sister to In Town, Moomba, London Lord and Pass the 
Wine. HM, Garden Cup, Florence 88. HM (USA) 90. $15.00 

YUKON FEVER (Schreiner 86 USA) ML 40". The bright golden yellow flowers are 
finely ruffled and have excellent substance. Often 4 flowers out at once on show stems. 
Good grower. Vibrant in a crowded class. (Sdlg X (Moon River x Piping Hot sib)) . 
HM88. $12.50 

SWAG BAGS 
AT THE END OF THE SEASON WE HAVE EXCESS STOCK 
OF MANY VARIETIES, SO IF YOU SEND ANY AMOUNT OF 
MONEY, $20, $30, $50 OR MORE, WE WILL SEND IRIS TO 

THREE TIMES CATALOGUE VALUE TO YOU 
- PLEASE ALSO SEND POSTAGE 

AVAILABLE FROM 
END OF JAN. TILL MARCH 31ST ONLY 

ALL PLANTS ARE LABELLED. 

THIS OFFER ONLY APPLIES TO TALL BEARDEDS 

ALL PLANTS ARE SELECTED BY TEMPO TWO 

IF PLANTS ARRIVE IN A DRY CONDITION 
DUE TO DELAY IN MAIL - SOAK FOR 12-24 HOURS 

IN WATER, WITH A LIGHT SOLUTION OF 
FISH EMULSION OR SEA WEED FERTILIZER 

- IT WILL WORK WONDERS-

GARDEN CONTEMPORARIES 
Because we have increased our range of Iris and wish to keep the catalogue 
within reasonable bounds, we can no longer give detailed descriptions of these 
varieties. Pedigrees and other information can be found in earlier Tempo Two 
Catalogues, or you can write and ask for pedigrees. 

$7.00 each or 10 for $55.00-TALL BEARDED 

ALL THAT JAZ.Z: Bright yellow standards; red falls. Vibrant! 
APRICOT WINE : Smoky apricot standards; smoky wine falls , orange beards. 
ARABIAN TAPESTRY: Reddish to mid brown; violet area on falls . 
ASHA MICHELLE: Show winning lemon with light rosy brown plicata stitching. 
BAMA BERRY: Plicata, white ground stitched with rose red . Orange beards. 
BOUZV BOUZV: Red brown with bronze beards . So popular from France. 
BRASSY BROAD: Bright brassy gold with old gold beards. 
BROADWAY: Deep gold top; falls white edged rich red brown . 
BY NIGHT: Sooty black, smooth ebony tones. 
CABARET ROYALE: Blue standards with velvety blue black falls. Red beards. 
CAFE SOCIETY: Light honey or coffee brown. Ruffled and floriferous . 
CARVED CAMEO: One of the best creamy pinks we grow. Weather res istant. 
CASBAH: Soft gold tan top ; light violet and red falls. A plicata. 
CATALYST: Early blooming bright yellow, falls slightly deeper. 
CINNAMON: Tan and light brown, violet flash on falls. 
CINNAMON TOFFEE: Honey brown plicata stitching on white, violet cast. 
CLOUDFIRE: White self with bright red beards. Good form . 
COCKTAIL HOUR: Delightful light blue . Classic form. 
COPPER CLASSIC: Strong copper pink to copper rose. 
CORAL BEADS: Crisp white with pretty coral blush on falls. 
CORAL LIGHT: Crystaline white with coral blushings on falls. Pink beards . 
COZV CALICO: White with bright blue stitching around petal edges. 
CROWD PLEASER: Pink with rose lines and flecking on falls. 
CROWN STERLING: Super powder to sterling blue. A delight. 
CRYSTAL CATHEDRAL: Ruffled pale blue fading to white . Lovely fomi . 
DISTRACTION: Very early show winning violet. Well named ! 
DREAM AFFAIR: Cream and lemon. A super pastel ruffled Iris. 
ECHO DE FRANCE: Near white top and lemon yellow falls . 
EDGE OF WINTER: Light blue top; near white falls . Blue beards . 
EDNA'S WISH: Ruffled salmon orange with metall ic sheen . 
EMMANUEL: Bubble ruffled pure white with green tones. Choice! 
EVENING FROLIC: Two toned vibrant violet, red beards. Popular ! 
FALLIN': Cream self with show winning branching. Late. 
FIESTA TIME : Amber yellow standards; falls are red brown . Vital! 
FIFTH DIMENSION: Plum violet with lavender area on falls , yellow beards. 
FINE PRECEDENT: Popular red black. Very smooth. 
FLAIR: Choice mid to light blue. Superb garden Iris. 
FLAMING BANNER: Rich orange and red with violet cast. 
FLAMING VICTORY: Yellow self with bright red beards. 
FORTUNE TELLER: White with violet plicata stitching on falls only. 
FRESNO FLASH: Ruffled orange with deep orange beards. 
FORT APACHE: Ruby to blood red ; brown beards. Excellent branching . 
FRISCO FOLLIES: Bright orient pink and wh ite. Red beards. 
GALLANT MOMENT: Red brown with old gold beards. 
GAUGUIN: Deep mulberry self with shrimp pink beards. 
GLISTENING ICICLE: White standards with blue violet falls. Striking. 
GOING MY WAY: Near black edging on bright white . Popular! 
GOLD GALORE: Rich pure gold self. Ever popular! 
HAIDA DANCER: Deep red brown, deeper around brown beards. 
HEATHER BLUSH: Pink and lilac bicolour . A joy! 
HEAVENLY ANGELS: Ruffled pure white. 
HIGHLAND HAZE: Pink white grounded plicata with rose stitching. 
HIGHNESS: Very popular apricot pink. Huge flowers . 
HINDENBERG: Ruffled and wide apricot orange. Reblooms in autumn. 
HULA DANCER: Strange purple brown and orange bicolour. Ruffled. 
IMAGE MAKER: Lemon bitone. Wide and ruffled . 
INCA QUEEN: Pastel blue infused chartreuse. Navy blue beards. 
IN CONCERT: White with delicate blue stitching on falls . Very flared . 
IN LOVE: Pink and lilac bicolour. Coral beards . Vigorous! 
JESSE'S SONG: Heavy blooming blue violet plicata. Dykes Medal winner. 
KA BAKA: Exotic reddish brown with violet flush on falls . 
KING OF DIAMONDS: Cream and lemon, lovely fem, . Late blooming. 
KISS WALTZ: Strawberry pink. Marvellous in a clump. 
LATIN ROCK: Peach standards and plum falls . Vibrant bicolour. 
LEMON LYRIC: Lovely lemon yellow. Choice. 
LOVE THE SUN: Two toned golden yellow. Reblooms in autumn. 



MAGIC HOPE: Lacy flowers; yellow stitched brown purple. Plicata. 
MAGIC MAN: Exciting two toned velvety blue, red beards. 
METALLIC BLUE: Superb light metallic blue. 
MIRROR IMAGE: Navy blue stitching on bright white. Quality. 
MIXED DOUBLES: Butter yellow and mahogany bicolour. Reblooms. 
MOODY BLUES: Lovely two toned light blue. 
MOSSENOVA: White with blue brushings on falls. Red beards. 
MOUNTAIN MELODY: Apricot cream stitched smoky violet. Popular! 
MYSTIC MAGIC: Plush violet, near black falls. Burnt red beards. 
NATURAL BEAUTY: Soft pale pink with light orange beards. So lovely. 
NEFERTITI: Ruffled creamy pink top; orchid pink falls. 
NIGHT AFFAIR: Dark royal violet with navy beards. 
NOON SIESTA: Lemon top, white falls stitched all over lavender. 
NUANCE: Delicate soft pink including the beards. 
OH BABE: Gold standards; falls white stitched red brown. Oh! 
PARADISE: Light coral to peach pink. Complete self. 
PANACHE: White self with red beards. Ruffled and lacy. 
PARIS KISS: Creamy pink blended orchid. Vigorous. 
PEACH PETALS: White standards, peach pink falls. Reblooms. 
PEARLS OF WISDOM: Creamy pink with underglow. Red beards. 
PENGUIN PARADISE: Standards are white, falls are blue. 
PERSIAN SMOKE: Smoky pink and smoky purple bicolour. 
PLAYGIRL: Clear mid pink including beards. Lacy and ruffled. 
PORTRAIT OF AMY: Very popular baby ribbon pink. 
PRALINE: Lovely smooth rich brown bitone. Early. 
PRAY FOR PEACE: Pure chalky white. 
QUEEN IN CALICO: Creamy pink with rosy all over stitching. Lacy. 
QUEEN OF HEARTS: Lacy creamy pink. Sells out. 
RAIN CRYSTAL: White with orchid hafts and red beards. 
RAVEN'S ROOST: Black purple self. Good grower. 
RISING MOON: Luminous lemon yellow. Lovely to grow. 
RISQUE PINK: Strong coral pink. Satisfying! 
ROMAN PALACE: Yellow standards, white falls with brown stitching. 
ROYAL CASINO: White stitched magnolia purple. 
RUSTIC DANCE: Yellow heavily overlaid brown. Lacy. 
SARFRAZ: Yellow lemon with yellow chartreuse stitching on falls. 
SCULPTRESS: Ruffled creamy pink. Wide full form. 
SEA OF JOY: Ruffled choice light blue. Tall. 
SHADES OF AUTUMN. Autumn tones. Yellow, tan, orange etc. 
SHADES OF ELEGANCE: Opalescent pink, white and tan pink. 
SHAMAN: Butterscotch standards, near black falls. 
SHENANIGANS: Pink with rosy stitching. Lower stitching. 
SHOW ME: Lemon stitched orange and tan. 
SILK SARI: Pastel orchid to softest blue. Delightful I 
SILKWOOD: Light blue stands; falls are white . Sienna beards. 
SILVER SCEPTER: Opaque silver blue. Deeper beards. 
SKIERS DELIGHT: Pure snow white . Well branched . 
SOSTENIQUE: Australian Dykes medal winning apricot and lilac. 
SOUND OF GOLD: Vibrant and scintillating pure gold . 
SPANISH LEATHER: Coppery henna brown. Orange beards. 
SPECULATOR: Pure clean yellow with beautiful form. 
STARFROST PINK: Strong and vibrant pink. Show winner. 
STREET DANCER: Champagne and lilac bicolour. Show branching. 
STYGIAN NIGHT: Black to navy black. 
SULTRY SISTER: Glistening blue black. Bronze beards. 
SUNSHINE SONG: White standards with lemon yellow falls. 
SUPERSTITION: Sleek ebony hued blue black. In demand. 
SWAZI PRINCESS: As dark as they come from the red black side. 
SYNCOPATION: Tan gold standards and aconite violet falls. Bright! 
THEATRE: Light violet with deeper plicata stitching. Superb! 
THIPATIY: Soft creamy pink. Well branched and smooth. 
TOUCH OF BRONZE: Light blue with navy to black beards. Reblooms. 
TRICK OR TREAT: Ruffled violet; mustard beards as horns. Cheeky! 
TRIPLE CROWN: Great show winning quality pink. A must. 
UARDRY: A sea lavender blue. Lots of ruffles. 
UNDERSEA ADVENTURE: Light blue standards, near white falls . 
UP PERISCOPE: Ruffled medium blue, some white on falls. 
VANITY: Dykes Medal winning choice pink. Ever popular. 
VENETIAN WATERS: Medium blue with a hint of violet. 
VICTORIA FALLS: Sky blue. Dykes Medal winner. Reblooms. 
WEDDING VOW: Early warm white. Wins at shows often. 
WHITE LIGHTNING: Warm waxy white with gold beards. Great reward . 
WILD BERRY: Plum rose stitching on white plicata. 
WILD JASMINE: Lemon standards; falls are white, washed with light brown. 
WORDS AND MUSIC: Early apricot. A show winner and can rebloom. 
ZAMBEZI: Cream with heavy rose brown plicata stitching. 

TREASURE CHEST 
Many of the varieties listed below are being grown by us for the last time due 
to lack of space in the catalogue and in the nursery. There is nothing wrong with 
them, we just have to let them go because there are so many new ones coming 
out each year. If any are sold out when you order from this list, we will substitute 
to the nearest colour of a dearer variety at no extra cost to you. Stock of most 
of them is limited and they are the first to sell out. 

$5.00 each. Any 10 for $40.00 - TALL BEARDED 

BLACKWARE: Very smooth blue black. Early flowering and reblooms. 
BLUEBIRD WINE: Two toned reddish blue with lovely iridescence. 
BORDELLO: Very early flowering red black. Tall. 
CHICKASAW SUE: Orange, red and pink brown stitching on white. 
CONVENTION SEVENTY FOUR: Glistening white stitched blue black. 
FIRST BLUSH: Softest powder pink including beards. 
GENTLE RAIN: Early light blue violet stitching on white. Very ruffled . 
IN SMOKE: Smoky light pink bitone. Popular. 
LILAC WINE: Lilac and smoky wine bitone. Popular. 
LIQUID SMOKE: Lemon top and smoky lavender falls. 
MAELSTROM: Sooty red black. Sells out. 
OLD FLAME: White with gold petal edges and red beards. 
PRAISE THE LORD: Bright blue with startling white beards . 
QUAPAW: Smooth red brown including beards. 
ROBUSTO: Strong growing complete orange self. 
RUSTIC CEDAR: Light coppery tan and copper blend. 
SATIN GOWN: Wide and ruffled pink. Coral pink beards. 
SMOOTH TALK: Smooth light orange apricot. Tall and orange. 
.SNEAK PREVIEW: Extra early light orange apricot. 
TAJ RANI: Lacy lavender with red beards. Reblooms. 
WINGS OF DREAMS: A surprise each year. Very lacy pink. Reblooms. 
WISH: Low growing pink with a blue hue. Delightful! 

MEDIAN & ARILBRED IRIS 

INTERMEDIATE BEARDED 15" TO 28" 

Flowering between Dwarf and Tall Bearded and have some Dwarf Blood lines 
in their pedigree. cultural conditions similar to Tall Bearded. 

BORDER BEARDED 15" TO 28" 
Flowering with Tall Bearded Iris. Usually Taller Bearded pedigree lines, 
cultural conditions also similar. 

ARILBRED & ARILMED 8" TO 36" (or more) 
Usually flowering before Tall Bearded, coming from pure Aril-breds crossed 
with Bearded. Culturally well drained conditions and some protection from 
excessive water in winter. Excellent Pot Culture Plants. Ve,y suitable in low 
rainfall areas. 

AFFINITY (Blyth 89) Intermediate. EM 26". Standards are of the lightest lavender blue; 
falls are deeper lavender blue with brown thumbprints each side of gold beards. Super 
branching for a median and makes a great show. Sister to Vasqua and Kensei. $7.00 

APHRODITE OF MELOS (Sam FankhauHr 89) Arllbred. E. 24". A new Arilbred from 
Sam Fankhauser coming from a long line of Sam's work. Standards are light lavender; falls 
are lavender washed light brown with the fine dotting and a large black signal below each 
wide brown beard. Easy grower. Prefers hot well drained area. $8.00 

AUREAN (Blyth 88 Aust) Intermediate. E 18'' E. Brilliant clear golden yellow including 
beards. Makes a beautiful clump of colour and quickly increases to make a show.$6.00 

BEN DAVID (Sam FankhauHr 89) Arilbred. E 28". The light lavender standards are 
lightly veined deeper lavender; falls are buff blended and washed lavender, veined and 
dotted violet with small brown signals. Striking brown beards. $10.00 

BILLABONG (Heidi Blyth 88 USA) Intermediate. M-ML 24". A strange all over rosy 
brown with a lavender line down centre of falls. A slight cast of tan shows through 
the falls giving a rosier effect. Beards are gold. Good bud count makes for a long bloom 
season. $6.00 

BLACKBERRY BRANDY (Blyth 85 Aust) Border Bearded. M-ML 26". Standards are 
lilac-orchid, ruffled and erect; falls are plush velvety purple, horizontal flare, rounded and 
ruffled. Tangerine beards. Just like a cup of Blackberry Brandy. A sister to Ambiance. 
Delightful I Selected for trial at Wisley, UK '89. $6.00 



BLACKWARE 

TIGER BUTTER 



CRACKLES 
(Median) 

COFFEE 
KLATCH 

CRYSTAL 
GLITIER 

HIGHLINE HALO 
(/Spuria) 

POLAR SEAS 



BLUEBIRD IN FLIGHT (Niswonger 88 USA) Intermediate. M 24". Standards are white 
and falls are blue, red beards. Loads of these flowers out at once on quickly establishing 
clumps. HM 90. $6.00 

BRAZEN LOVER (Blyth 87 Aust) B.B. ML 26". A strongly marked and attractive plicata. 
Deep burgundy to grape red stitching on a soft cream ground. Beards are white. Large 
ruffled flowers . Very popular. $8.00 

CLASSIC TREASURE (Burger 83 USA) Border M 24". Pure ruffled white with blue rim 
on falls. Not a plicata. Superb. HC 83, HM 86. $6.00 

COOL STEPPER (Blyth 90 Aust) Intermediate E-L 20". Standards are cream to 
champagne; falls are beige apricot, beard outer 1" lilac, tangerine in throat. Pretty, pretty 
pas tell $8.00 

CRACKLES (Blyth 90 Aust) E-M 20". Pristine white with heavily stitched edges to 
standards of violet and similar stitching down sides of falls. Tangerine beards tipped white 
on outer hairs. A light lilting perfume adds to its charm. $10.00 

CURVACIOUS (Blyth 87) Border Bearded. M-M 22". It is a beautiful Iris. Standards are 
ruffled light peach; falls are velvety plum purple with an 1/a" edge of peach. Burnt tangerine 
beards. Beautiful branching with 3 flowers out at once. $7.00 

DAIQUIRI (Blyth 88 Aust) Intermediate. M 26". This has a glowing effect as if lit up. 
Standards are apricot; falls are apricot with golden apricot glow around beards and hafts. 
Apricot beards. Super branching with 4 flowers out at once. We love it. $8.00 

DEVIL BOY (Blyth Aust) IBM 18". An unusual colour for a median. A purple black self 
with deeper area around self beards, and it comes from pink breeding. $7.50 

EYE MAGIC (Donnall 88 Aust) B. E-M 18". Standards are gold and the falls are gold with 
red thumb prints on falls. Orange yellow beards. An eye catching delight. (Eyebright X 
Mandolin) . HM 87. AM 90. $8.00 

FLUMADIDDLE (Lasley Blyth 85 Aust) Intermediate. VE-M. A nice surprise early in the 
season is this 18" median. Stands are smooth ruffled creamy apricot; falls are pastel 
cream overlaid on lemon apricot with tangerine red beards. Difficult to describe. 
Different! $5.00 

FROM THE HEART (Gaddie 85 USA) IBM 23". Ruffled white with lovely violet blue inner 
glow and hafts. Nice form. $8.00 

HONKY TONK (Meek 84 USA) BB 24". Standards are red brown; falls are deep coppery 
red with self beards. $7.50 

KADAICHA (Blyth 90 Aust) Intermediate M 20". A very bright bicolour among the 
smaller Iris. Standards are bright tan; falls are bright rosy violet, deepening to brown violet 
around hafts. Old gold to light bronze beards. Excellent branching. Kadaicha is the name 
given to Aboriginal medicine men. $10.00 

KENSEI (Blyth 89) Intermediate. E-M 24". Light sky blue standards; falls are rosy violet 
with deep ruby red/brown hafts 1/s of the way down falls. Bronze beards. Wide, lilting and 
pretty. Also a nice light perfume. $10.00 

LITTLE GHOST (P. Blyth 85 Aust) IB 16"M. Soft blue grey overlaid pale olive on falls . 
Blue lavender beards. $7.50 

LOGO (Kappel 86 USA) Intermediate. VE-M 18". Strange golden apricot ground plicata 
with rosy purple markings including a ring on the falls. It is fertile also. Super I (Gigolo sib 
X Nazette). HM 88. AM 90 $7.50 

MERRY LIFE (Blyth 90 Aust) Intermediate E-L 20". Standards are rose; falls are white 
with 11,· burgundy rose plicata border. A light burgundy line down each fall. Red beards. 
Vibrant! $10.00 

MEHETABEL (Rich 84 USA) Arilbred. ML 30". Standards are dark purple, styles are 
deep maroon and falls are red black with a glitter of white and copper surrounding the black 
purple beards. Dark and deep as night. Lovely aril form. We love it. $10.00 

MIDAS PLUSH (Blyth 90 Aust) Intermediate E-M 22". The most brilliant gold median Iris 
we have grown. Beards are chrome gold. It has superb branching and makes a spectacular 
display in a clump. $12.50 

MIDDAY BLUES (Blyth 85 Aust) Intermediate. E-M 22". Standards are powder blue; 
falls are deeper blue overlaid lavender and blue beards. It gives a most blue effect in the 
garden and for some reason not a common colour in Medians. 3 way branching. $6.00 

MOONFL Y (Blyth 89) Intermediate. E-M 24". A bright colour combination with smoky 
violet standards and similar coloured falls with a reddish brown overlay around hafts. Deep 
purple beards. A sister to Kensei. $6.00 

NAOMI OF MARA (Fankhauser 90 Aust) Arilmad. E 18". Standards are rich violet; valls 
are the same, slightly blended brown near the hafts. Beards are brown on a blue violet 
blaze . Typical Arilbred form. $7.50 

NIGHTLIGHT (Rich UA) Arilmed 9" VVE. Deep wine black with darker veining and 
orange bronze beards. Cute little fellow opening the season. $6.00 

O'COOL (Blyth 88 Aust) IB. 20" EM-L. Pure white with lavender crescents on falls and 
gold beards. Flared ruffled and wide. Multiple flower stems from each rhizome gives instant 
clumps. (Jazzamatazz X (Embassadora x Evening Echo)). $6.00 

ONLY FOOLIN' (Blyth 89) Intermediate. E-M 24". A real brassy gold with falls just a 
shade deeper and a 1/." edge of standard colour. Brassy bronze beards. This really stands 
out as a dump. $7.50 

ORB (Tim Blyth 88 Aust) ARIL-MED 22" M-ML. The standards are lilac with some 
deeper veining; falls are lilac with a rosy violet area around bluish bronze beards. Closed 
globular form. Makes a nice bright show. $6.00 

PECCADILLO (Kapal 83 USA) Border 26" EM. A pretty little border plicata with salmon 
cream ground and purple rose plicata dots more washed over the falls. Rusty orange 
beards. Flaring and well branched all in proportion. Walther Cup 85, HM 85, AM 87. 
Knowlton Medal 1989. ~6.00 

PHILANDERER (Blyth 90 Aust) Intermediate VE-M 22". Suave and smooth! Standards 
are tan infused red at base; falls are velvety ruby, even in colour. Prominent old gold 
beards. A good early show Iris with 3 flowers out at once. Good grower. $10.00 

PINK BUBBLES (Hagar 80 USA) B.B. 20" EM. Clear, jewel like, light pink flowers are 
charmingly laced; well balanced nicely branched stems. HM 82, (Most Votes) AM 84, 
Knowlton Medal 86. $6.00 

POSH (Blyth 87) Intermediate Bearded. M-ML 20". A new colour among medians 
The standards are iridescent orange to golden apricot. Falls are slightly deeper; white 
beards heavily tipped saturn red. Super proportion with nice branching and a strong 
grower. $6.00 

RACHEL OF ARAM (Sam Fankhauaar 89) Arilmad ('/• brad) E. 18". Standards 
are fawn, blended and splashed red brown; falls are rich red, narrowly edged buff 
yellow. Beards are brown. A different little Iris . (Cherry Garden X Ben Hassan) HC 87. 
HM88. $8.00 

REBEKAH OF ARAM (Sam Fankhauser 89) Arilmad. E. 15". A cute little one. 
It is light yellow with deep brown signals on falls below yellow beards. Typical globular aril 
form. $6.00 

REBEL YELL (Blyth 90 Aust) Intermediate M 25". Antique gold deepening around the 
hafts and beards to antique tan. Electric purple beards . So vivid is this beard that it landed 
its name. Heaps of flowers out at once. (Inca Queen x Beach Girl) X (Peach Eyes x Kandi 
Moon) Sdlg X47·1. $10.00 

ROMP (Blyth 88 Aust) IB. 18"-20". M-ML. Standards are creamy apricot; falls are 
apricot orange with vivid tangerine beards. Super pranching and growth (sister to 
Daiquiri) . $8.00 

SHUGAR (Blyth 90 Aust) Intermediate M-L 20". Sweet as sugar! This is salmon pink 
with a lighter area around the coral tangerine beards. Very good branching . Lots 
of flower. $8.00 

STEELER LITTLE (Haldi Blyth 88 Aust) IB 24" M-ML. Steel violet grey self, slightly 
deeper around lemon beards . Produces 4 to 5 stems of flower per rhizome making for an 
instant clump. Different and nice. (Sister to Billabong). $6.00 

STRAWBERRY LOVE (Blyth 85 Aust) Intermediate. E-M 20". A super intermediate that 
we love as do many others who have seen it. colour is rose pink, a vivid colour, just slightly 
deeper falls but hardly noticeable. Bright satum red beards. Super grower and makes an 
instant clump. Great 3 way branching. $6.00 

STRUM (Blyth 87 Aust) Intermediate Bearded. M 20". Standards are creamy white; falls 
are lemon cream with a greenish cream overlay . Bright red beards . A pretty new colour and 
a sister to Posh. Lovely proportion. $6.00 

SUNDOWN RED (Paul Blyth 82 Aust) VE 20" I.B. A very early flowering median starting 
in mid September, colour is burgundy red with the falls being slighter deeper. Beards are 
burgundy with a bluish cast. Ruffled form. Super branching even if itwasaT.B. Very quick 
grower and makes a spectacular dump in the first year. $5.00 

TCHIN-TCHIN (Gatty 88 USA) Intermediate M. 22". Standards are peach; falls 
slightly lighter with a creamy line down fall centre. Bitter sweet orange beards. Beautiful 
form. HM 90. $7.50 

TRIPLET (Kappel 88 USA) Intermediate. M. 23". Standards are quartz rose; falls are 
yellow with rosy mauve haft sanding. Yellow orange beards. A sister to Logo. Unique 
plicata pattern. $7.50 

TURKISH FEZ (Hager 83 USA) Arilbred M. 32". The standards are deep rosy amethyst; 
falls are bright chinese red. Black signals and brown beards. A stunner! $15.00 

TYROLIENNE (Blyth 89) Intermediate VE-M 26". The standards are light lemon buff, 
reddish violet at midribs. The falls are deeper lemon with brown overlay spreading out from 
blue lavender beards. Brown hafts. $6.00 

VASQUA (Blyth 89) Intermediate. E-M 25". The shot silk effect of this colour pattern is 
its most noticeable feature. Colour is lavender-lilac to lavender-blue and the underlying 
colour is rosy-lavender. Falls have rosy hafts with a rose line down the centre of falls. Gold 
beards. An easy grower. Sister to Kensei and Moonfly. $6.00 



WE DANCED (Blyth 89) Intermediate M. 20". A pert and pretty plicata. Standards are 
light tan with lavender flushing over white ground; falls are white with light lavender dotting 
and strong rosy stitching at petal edges. Bright tangerine red beards. $7.50 

XILLIA (Tim Blyth 88 Aust) Arllmed 22" E-M. This lovely little Iris has an opalescent 
effect. The colour is an opalescent grey with a pronounced chartreuse overlay on falls. 
Rounder aril form. $6.00 

ZING ME (Blyth 90Aust) Intermediate E·M 20". I said more than Zing Me when this first 
flowered. It is startling . Standards are creamy lemon; falls are creamy white with a lemon 
edge and a large brown circular area on the falls and most amazing ar the bushy brown 
beards. Horizontally flared falls and open standards allow all the beards to be well seen. 
It is also pod fertile. $14.00 

ZONING (Tim Blyth 88 Aust) 18 20" E-M. Light rosy lavender stitching on cream 
with a noticeable gold edge to petals. Lemon yellow beards. A different plicata, hence the 
name. $6.00 

ZUNI ECHO (Blyth 86 Aust) Border Bearded EM 25". A cute plicata. Standards are rosy 
brown. Falls are cream with a 3/a" plicata edge of stitched rosy brown. There is a small white 
area around the gold beards. Lovely branching. Good grower. $5.00 

POSTAL OFFER 
IF YOU ADD $9.00 TO COVER POSTAGE AND PACKAGE COSTS . 
WE WILL ADD IRIS TO THE VALUE OF $12.50 TO YOUR ORDER. 

MODERN MEDIANS AT $3.50 EACH 
OR ANY 10 FOR $30.00 

AM I BLUE: BB 22". Pale blue. Navy beards. Popular. 
AMBLING: BB 26". Pastel orchid and creamy pink bicolour. 
AZAP: BB 24". Sparkling mid blue. 
BEIGE BUTTERFLY: IB 20". Buff, beige and tan with lavender hue. 
BOLD PRINT: IB 20". Bright white stitched heather purple. 
BORDERLINE: BB 24". White standards, lemon falls edged white. 
BROWN LASSO: BB 24". The only Dykes Medal winning median. 
BUTTER COOKIE: IB 22". Bright gold. Vivid! 
BUTTERED PECAN: IB 20". Rich gold stitched deep brown . 
CANDY WALK: IB 18". Two tone rose pink. Floriferous! 
CA rs MEOW: IB 24". White with red stitching on all petals. 
COUNTRY BLUES: IB 22". Ruffled two toned blue. 
CUTE TWIST: Arilmed 13". Buff brown and deep plum brown bitone. 
FLAMING SWORD: IB 22". Old fashioned lemon and red variegata. 
FRENCH SILK: IB 18". French or silvery blue. Prolific. 
HAT TRICK: IB 24". White top, red violet falls . 
HONEY GLAZED: IB 24". Cream standards, honey falls . 
IMPULSE: IB 20". Rich bright yellow. Wonderful colour. 
JAMAR!: IB 18". Rich cherry red. Smooth. 
LOUDMOUTH: Arilmed 10". Brown black with white markings . 
MAGNA: IB 20". White top, citrus lemon falls. 
MARMALADE SKIES: BB 26". Two toned apricot. Heavy flowerer. 
MARSH MAGIC: BB 24". Old rose, light wine and cream blend. 
NURSERY SCHOOL: BB 26". White top, lemon falls. 
OKLAHOMA BANDIT: IB 20·. Tawny brown, claret on falls. 
PINK KITTEN: IB 22". Soft baby ribbon pink self. 
REVVED UP: IB 23". Gold, washed and dotted in red. Plicata. 
SAFARI BOY: IB 18". Cream with all over blue veining. 
SAJJETTA: IB 18". Aril med of blue grey and maroon. 
SHAYBISC: IB 25". Early well branched yellow. 
SILENT STRINGS: IB 22". Best mid blue to date. 
SOMETHING SPECIAL: BB 26". Wide and ruffled flamingo pink. 
SWEET AND COOL: IB 18". Pastel pink with deeper area on falls . 
TAN TINGO: IB 20". Antique and earthy brown. Lovely form. 
TIPSY MAID: IB 18". Blue grey with olive overlay. 
WHOOP 'EM UP: BB 26". Vivid red and yellow variegata. 
ZOOIM: IB 20". White stitched violet. 
ZWANENBERG: BB 22". Old fashioned olive and grey blend. Exotic! 
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DWARF BEARDED IRIS 
Dwarf Iris have a tremendous colour range and are very floriferous, making 
them good rockery or border plants. They are very easy to grow and multiply 
very quickly, giving you a good clump in the first year. They need full sun and 
plenty of good soil for a loose root run . It is advisable if the soil is heavy to build 
up the beds and add sharp sand to improve draina~e. Don't give them any 
nitrogenous manure as this will cause leaf spot and, in tum, bring on rhizome 
rot. Use superphosphate and potash. Unlike the taller Iris they will not tolerate 
shade. Lift them every three years or sooner if they are extremely fast 
increasers. Do not allow them to dry out over summer. A good soaking once a 
week will suffice. They will flower in September and continue until the Tall 
Bearded flower in October. They are mosdy suitable for cooler winter areas of 
Australia and are not particularly suitable for warmer coastal areas of N.S. W. 
and Queensland. 

They should have winter frosts on them and a period of winter cold to make 
them bloom. Try some in pots! 
ACID PRINT. See new Introductions in front of Catalogue. 

ANJA YA (Blyth 87 Aust) EML 14". Standards are light lilac; falls are deep old rose with 
a ruby infusion. Beards are blue violet. Prolific flowerer and is lovely and bright. (Helter 
Skelter x Real Coquette) X (Diligence x Real Coquette) . $5.00 

BAGHDAD BOY (Tlm Blyth 89) E·L 12''. Cute little Dwarf from Tim . Standards are lemon 
cream; falls are white with a whiter line down centre of falls from white beards. A ruby red 
thumbprint is on each side of the white line. Flared and pert! Easy grower. $5.00 

CAMARILLA (Blyth 89 Aust) EM-M 10". Lovely flesh pink self with sligfhtly deeper area 
around beards. Light lavender blue beards with tangerine in throat. Prolific flowerer. 
Excellent parent. $10.00 

CAR HOP (Black 87 USA) M 13". Standards are deep blue violet; falls are maroon black, 
edged blue violet, dark blue violet beards. Pronounced sweet fragrance. HM 90. $6.00 

CHANTED (Blyth 90 Aust) Standard Dwarf M 12''·14". Quite a knockout among many 
new coloured dwarl Iris. The colour is mid pink with a slight smoky cast. Striking strong 
lavender blue beards. Three flowering points. Very fertile. Choicel $12.50 

COAL BUCKET (Innerst 82 USA) M 12". Sooty blue black self with darker beards. Light 
fragrance. Looks good in a clump. HM 86. $5.00 

CREAM CAKE (Niswonger 90 USA) m 11 " . Standards are white with lemon infusion; falls 
are light lemon edged white . White beards. Ruffled flowers . From pink breeding.$12.00 

CUPFULL. See new Introductions in front of Catalogue. 

DEW KISS (Blyth 84 Aust) EM 10". White standards and the falls are citrus green with 
a fine edge of white. Popular! $5.00 

DOODLE (Hager 82 USA) MOB 6'1,'' M. The cutest little purple and white plicata we grow. 
Good in a pot. $5.00 

ELECTRIC DREAMS (Blyth 88 Aust) SOB 13" VVE-VE. Begins flowering for us about 
20th Sept. so it is one of the first Iris out. The standards are electric lavender, deeper at 
midribs; falls are electric lavender with an olive-chartreuse overlay. Violet blue beards. 
Makes an instant dump. $6.00 

FAIRY FOOTSTEPS (Timothy Blyth 85 Aust) E-M. Rebloomer. Softest pastel blue 
plicata dwarl on very white ground. Wide flared and ruffled. Pretty! Tim's second 
introduction. $5.00 

ESOTERIC. See new Introductions in front of Catalogue. 

FIBBER. See new Introductions in front of Catalogue. 

FIFI (Blyth 86 Aust) M·L 15". A pretty sister to Honey Behold. It is smooth apricot, the 
falls being slightly deeper. Tangering beards. Named for its quality among many apricot 
sister seedlings. Comes up to the full height for a dwarf. $4.00 

FORTE (Black 87 USA) Ml 12''. Vibrant rosy orchid standards and the falls are deep 
velvety red black. Bronze beards tipped lavender. Sweet fragrance. Makes a lovely show. ~* ~~ 
FUZZY FACE (Black 86 USA) M 11". Tan with amber gold hafts and deep blue lavender 
fuzzy beards. Pretty I $6.00 

GIFTED (Blyth 89) Standard Dwarf. E-M 14". The standards are palest apricot, closed 
and ruffled; falls are nearly white with a faint wash of apricot on the outer edge. Deeper 
thumbprints of apricot around beards which are icy blue on the outer'!," and tangerine in 
throat. Lovely branching for a dwarf displays blooms well. $6.00 

GIGOLETTE (Blyth 90 Aust) Stand rad Dwarf M·L 1 O". Unique in the range of dwarf Iris 
available. This is a pretty little plicata with standards of cream overlaid rosy tan; falls are 
apricot tan with plicata stitching of rosy tan around hafts and some heavier lines below 
tangerine beards. $8.00 



HARK (Blyth 87 Aust) Standard Dwarf. M-ML 12''. Standards are creamy buff apricot. 
Falls are smooth creamy apricot tan with a white flash line below beards. Beards are 
lavender on the outer and tangerine in the throat. Greatl $5.00 

HI HONEY (Blyth 89) Standard Dwarf V E·M. A difficult colour to describe. Standards 
are pinkish ; falls are pink tan with a 'I," edge of the standard colour. Beards are striking 
bright violet on outer 'I, and tangerine in throat. It makes a good show. $5.00 

HOBGOBLIN (Blyth 89) Standard Dwarf VE-M. The first thing that one notices about this 
little one is the startling electric blue caterpillar beards set on antique yellow to buff apricot 
petals. Just a super colour combination. $5.00 

HONEY BEHOLD (Blyth 86 Aust) VE-M 14". One of the first to bloom; an antique cream 
gold with a heavy overlay of antique golden brown on falls . Tangerine beards tipped blue 
on outer hairs. An overall creamy effect. Flared, ruffled and Vigorous grower. $5.00 

HONEY WIND (Blyth 90 Aust) VVE 10". Flowering here in the last half of September 
makes this one of the first Iris out. It is a plicata with petal colour being tannish to antique 
gold and deeper tannish stippling around hafts. Lavender beards tipped mustard. $8.00 

IMPISH. See new introductions in front of Catalogue. 

INCHES (Paul Blyth 86 Aust) Miniature Dwarf M·L 4"-6". A tiny little fellow only inches 
high. it is a creamy chartreuse colour with slightly deeper falls . An olive halo excentuates 
the blue-purple beards. Flared, pert and ruffled. The best MDB we have. $4.00 

IRISHTRICK(Blyth86Aust) EML 14". The most ruffled dwarf we grow and a verf difficult 
colour to describe. Standards are champagne buff to lilac cream , closed and ruffled ; falls 
are red brown with 'I• edge of standard colour. Lilac blue beards. Well branched; good 
grower. $4.00 

IT'S LOVE (Blyth 86Aust) ML 12''. We considered this the best dwarf seedling on maiden 
bloom of 84. It has lemon standards and lemon gold falls with a pale lemon line down each 
fall. Beautiful form and proportion . Makes a delightful clump. $4.00 

JAZZAMATAZZ (Haldi Blyth 86 Aust) M-ML 14". Standards are ruffled creamy lemon 
falls are horizontally flaring rich ruby with ' I," edge of creamy lemon. Beards are gold tipped 
white. Marvellous branching and a heavy bloomer with lots of increase. It is a good parent. 
(Real Coquette x Bedazzied) . HC 87. $5.00 

JAZZAROO (Haldi Blyth 88 Aust) 9" VE-M. The closed standards are green lemon; falls 
are light ruby infused olive with olive yellow at hafts. It gives a shot effect and has a velvety 
quality in depth and appearance. $5.00 

JOY BOY (Blyth 86 Aust) M 12". The most brilliant electric purple beards wave seen on 
a Dwarf Iris. Wide, fat and bushy. Petal colour is old gold with golden brown falls. Very 
ruffled and flared . A sister to Gossip. Slow but strong increaser. $7.00 

KANDI MOON (Blyth 86 Aust) M 12" . Pretty iridescent coral pink. Difficult to convey the 
colour in words. A slightly lighter area each side of the tangerine beards tipped blue on the 
outer '!,". Startling and popular. Has better substance than most other pink dwarfs, super 
parent. $5.00 

KINETIC (Blyth 86 Aust) M 15". A softer more pastel sister to O'What. It is a creamy 
antique buff with bronze gold spots each side of the electric blue beards. It also flowers 
10 days later. Not as fast an icnreaser. We love it. Super! $4.00 

KIWI SLICES (Niswonger 90 USA) M 12''. Chartreuse to chartreuse green with a 
burgundy spot on falls and blue-grey beards . $10.00 

LITTLE KISS (Blyth 89) Standard Dwarf. VE-M 10". Everyone loves this pastel darling. 
It is an icy orchid white with pale blue beards on the outer 'lz" and tangerine on the inner. 
A heavy bloomer and a first in this colour pattern . Unique! (Peach Eyes X Kandi 
Moon) . $8.00 

MAKING EYES (Blyth 82 Aust) VE 12"-14". Starting to bloom in mid September for us, 
it is without doubt the most spectacular early dwarf we grow. Creamy lemon standards. 
Fails are red on the violet side with a contrasting 'I• margin of the standard colour. Creamy 
beards are gold in the throat and are displayed well on flaring fails . An excellent grower 
making a quick clump and displays flowers to perfection . $4.00 

MARSCAY (Blyth 89) Standard Dwarf Bearded. E-M 10". The stands are antique buff 
with a violet infusion in the midrib. Fails are burgundy to ruby with a slightly lighter edge. 
Bright electric blue beards highlight the flowers. Flared and rounded form. $5.00 

MELODIC. See new Introductions in front of Catalogue. 

MOOCHA (Paul Blyth 88 Aust) SOB 1 O" M. Standards are maroon brown, cream at base 
of midribs; falls are lemon stitched maroon brown. Old gold beards. Bright and sparky 
plicata. $5.00 

MOONDAWN. See new introductions in front of Catalogue. 

MY SHEBA (Hagar 87 USA) M. 14". Light peach self with peach beards. $5.00 

NIMBLE TOES (Haldi Blyth 87 Aust) EML 10". The first good blue plicatadwarfwith a 
red beard. Petal colour is white with methyl violet blue stitching and stripes radiating out 
from bright tangerine red beards. Very floriferous . $4.00 

OLADI (Blyth 87 Aust) ML 15". Pastel apricot self with pastel lavender blue beards, 
apricot in throat. A startling and pretty little Iris. Great parent. $4.00 

O'WHAT (Blyth 86 Aust) VE-EM 1 0-12". "Oh what" you say when you see the beards on 
this. They are vivid electric blue. The rest of the flower is lemon yellow with a broad thumb 
print on the fails of gold . Makes a super clump with well shown ruffled flower. $4.00 

PALE STAR (Jonas 86 USA) SOB 12" M. Pale blue self including the beards. Ruffled 
form. Not a common colour in the Dwarf Iris. Very Pretty! HM 89. $5.00 

PEACH EYES (Blyth 86 Aust) E-M 12". A very vigorous early flowering dwarf. It is pastel 
peach pink with a cocoa peach thumb print on the falls. Beards are lavender blue, 
tangerine in throat. $6.00 

QUARK (Blyth 86Aust) VE-ML 1 O". Pretty new bicolourwith standards being chartreuse 
grey; falls ruby with 'I• border of standard colour and a similar coloured line down each 
fai l. Beards are fuzzy lavender blue. Noted for its very long bloom season. $5.00 

SETA (Blyth 90 Aust) M-L 12". A pretty little Iris that is difficult to describe. Lavender grey 
with rosy brown on the falls around hafts. Pale lavender beards, tangerine in throat. 
Rounded and flared. Makes a lovely cushion inthe garden . $8.00 

SMOKY IMP (Blyth 90 Aust) M-L 15". Another difficult colour to convey in writing. It is a 
smoky pink with a deeper overlay of violet to lavender on the falls . Deep tangerine beards 
with bright violet tips on the outer 'lz". Super branching for a dwarf 3 flowers out on well 
spaced stems, rounded flowers . Lovely! $10.00 

SMOKY PIECES. See new Introductions in front of Catalogue. 

ST ARDA TE (Black 87 USA) M 11 ". Clear medium blue with slightly darker area on falls. 
Spicy fragrance. Ruffled. $5.00 

SWAGMAN (Heidi Blyth 90 Aust) E-M 8". Just out of the miniature dwarf class is this 
bright lemon with a ruby red thumb print on each fall , creamy white beards. Pert and flared. 
~ight perfume. $7.50 

TAJA (Blyth 90 Aust) VVE 15". Standards are iridescent bishops violet; falls are white 
with heavy violet stitching around edges and running into the white centre, violet beards. 
Beautiful branching . One of the first out. $8.00 

TARHEEL ELF (Niswongar85 USA) M 14". Ruffled very dark red purple self with blue 
beards. HM S7. $6.00 

TELL FEBS (Blyth 85 Aust) E-M 12". A new colour in the dwarfs. Stands are pastel 
powder blue; falls are smoky pink to lilac. Flared falls. Good increaser and is floriferous. 
Tangerine beards, blue violet on outer'!,". $5.00 

TRICKS (Blyth 87 Aust) M-ML 9". Standards are solid cameo pink; falls are cream with 
' I." plicata edge of cameo pink. Bright tangerine red beards. The best pink dwarf plicata 
to date. $5.00 

WALKING ON SUNSHINE (Paul Blyth 86 Aust) VE-L 10". The most brill iant golden 
yellow dwarf we know. Self beards. It is ruffled and flared . Sometimes reblooms. $4.00 

WANDERER. See new Introductions in front of Catalogue. 

WINDROSE (Blyth 89) VE-M 12". Standards are light pink; falls are deeper pink 
with bright violet tangerine beards that really stand out. A copy book standard Dwarf 
Iris. $7.50 

WINE LIGHT (Blyth 89) V VE-M 15". Just about the first Iris out. It is a burgundy red with 
a deeper spot around the violet tipped bronze beards. It is a sort of old port self. Lots of 
bloom and can rebloom some years. $6.00 

YIPEE (Blyth 87 Aust) VVE-M 14". About the first of all the Iris to bloom and that is saying 
something. A lilac pink plicata with the standards being solid orchid pink and the falls being 
cream edged orchid lilac. White beards tipped tangerine. $6.00 

SWAG BAGS 
AT THE END OF THE SEASON WE HAVE EXCESS STOCK 
OF MANY VARIETIES, SO IF YOU SEND ANY AMOUNT OF 
MONEY, $20, $30, $50 OR MORE, WE WILL SEND IRIS TO 

THREE TIMES CATALOGUE VALUE TO YOU 
- PLEASE ALSO SEND POSTAGE 

AVAILABLE FROM 
END OF JAN. TILL MARCH 31ST ONLY 

ALL PLANTS ARE LABELLED. 

THIS OFFER ONLY APPLIES TO TALL BEARDEDS 

TEMPO TWO WILL SELECT THE IRIS 



DWARF BEARDED IRIS AT $3.50 EACH 
OR ANY 10 FOR $30.00 

ACE OF CLUBS: 1 o· Mid yellow with near black spots on falls. 
CANT STOP: 11 • White with dark blue spot on falls. 
CHERRY DOLL: 10" Popular cherry red -black. 
CHIRRUP: Creamy white with pastel blue overlay . 
COFFEE BOY: 9" Buff, violet and golden tan blend . Prolificl 
FROSTED ANGEL: 14" Pure white. Faintest blue on falls . 
GOSSIP: 1 o· Lemon and gold. Vibrant electric blue beards. 
JAYWALKER: Smooth wine with wine black areas on falls. 
LASAGNA: 12· Rose, coral tan and pink blend . Unique! 
LE FLIRT: Creamy white with violet blue stitching. Plicata. 
UTILE KINGFISHER: 12" Blue with reddish olive hafts. 
MANCHU COFFEE: 14" Lemon and brown bicolour. Blue beards. Reblooms. 
PAL SAM: 12· Pure white with fine stitching of purple on all petals. 
PIGEON: Deep lavender self. Yellow beards. 12·. 
PIP: 12" Creamy white with faint blue plicata stitching. 
PUSHY: 14" Tan violet and brown. Caterpillar blue beards. 
RASPBERRY JAM: 12" Raspberry with deeper spot on falls. 
REAL COQUETIE: 14" Chartreuse and pastel blue. Superb! 
ROSY LULU: 12· Light rosy magenta. White beards. 
ROYAL SPARKS: 11· Royal purple, deeper falls. 
SAPPHIRE JEWEL: 12· Best mid blue. Ruffled. 
SNIFFS AND SNEEZES: 12" Cream, peppered and stitched tan. 
SPLASH OF RED: 12· Light yellow with splash of red on each fall. 
WEE FRAGRANCE: 8" Near white, some blue shadings. Lovely perfume. 
YEARNINGS: 14" Salmon pink with white spot on falls . Red beards. 
ZOUNDS: 12· Blue-lilac, brown, tan and ol ive blend. Blue beards. 

DWARF BEARDED IRIS AT $2.50 EACH 
CATANI: 10· Cream and lemon, stitched rosy tan . Red beards. 
EYEBRIGHT: 12· Bright gold with red ray pattern on falls. 
GIGGLE POT: 1 O" Beige pink and rosy magenta bicolour. 
GOLDEN RUBY: 12· Yellow standards, ruby falls edged yellow. 
HI SAILOR: 12· White with blue spot on each fall. 
JIANSADA: 12· Buff and brown with violet infusion. Violet beards. 
JULUP: 10· Lemon cream and citrus yellow. Violet beards. 
UTILE VAMP: 12· Flared garnet red, electric blue beards . 
MANHATIEN BLUES: 9" Mid blue with olive hafts . 
QUEENS PAWN: 13" Rich royal purple. Super! 
TIGER BEAU: 12" Old gold with ruby spot on falls . 
WILD RUBY: 12· Wide and ruffled ruby bitone. 

SPURIA IRIS 

These lovely Iris require simple conditions . Full sun, good drainage and to be 
left undisturbed for 5 or 6 years . They will grow in the same area as Bearded 
Iris, that is hot summers and few frosts in winter. They have a short dormant 
period over late summer or about 6 weeks after flowering, then they start to 
grow in Autumn and are rich lush green over winter. Usually on moving they 
don't flower the first season but some will bloom first year. Plant rhizomes about 
2· below surface and once established don't water in dormant period. A general 
fertilizer can be used as well as organic fertilizer as long as it is not too fresh . 
Flowering time is just after Tall Bearded finish. 

ADOBE SUNSET (Mccown 79 USA) L. 60". Deep orange yellow bordered dark brown . 
HM 81 . Nies Award 84. $5.00 

AMBER RIPPLES (Niswonger 81 USA) M 38". Standards are pale blue with amber 
infusion at midribs; Falls amber with pale blue edges. HM 83 . $7.50 

AMBITION (Hager85 USAO M 46". Standards are very dark brown. Falls are deep yellow, 
edged very dark brown. Dark brown veining over falls . Clear yellow signal at tip of brown 
styles . HM 87 . $12.50 

ARTS ALIVE (Hager 84 USA) M 48". Clear self of opaque lavender, deepening to a 
shading of light brown around small signals of yellow. HM 86. $10.00 

BARBARA'S KISS (Mccowan 82 USA) M 54". Burgundy mauve standards; light yellow 
falls overveined light burgundy mauve. Nicely ruffled. HM 84. $8.00 

BETTY COOPER (McCowan 82 USA) M 48". Lavender blue petals form into compact 
full flowers. Falls have a yellow orange signal over veined brown . HM 84, Nies 
Award 86. $8.00 

BLUE LASSIE (Nl-ongar 78 USA) M 40". Blue with white infusion on fal ls, yellow 
signals. $6.00 

BORDERTOWN (Ghio 82 USA) ML 32". A super new one in tones of dark brown with 
a blackish overlay. Just the slightest signal of yellow in fal ls. HM 86. $12.50 

BRONZING (Blyth 89) Spurla M-ML 36". Blue violet standards; falls are basically the 
same but with a lovely bronze area spreading out over each one that gives a glow. Hence 
the name. Neat tidy weather resistant growth and flowers. Medium flowers make it ideal 
for a cut flower. $10.00 

BURNT TOAST (McCown 86 USA) M. 40". Lightly ruffled deep velvety brown with bright 
orange signals on the falls . $12.50 

BUTTERED CHOCOLATE (Nl-onger 74 USA) M 38". Brown with gold blaze. Nies 
Award 80. $5.00 

BUTTER PADDLE (Niswonger 75 USA) ML 38". Brown with tiny gold specks. 
HM76. $5.00 

CHESTNUT CHIME (Blyth 89) Spurla E-M 36". Pure chestnut to chocolate brown. No 
signal. Small to medium compact flowers on neattidy growth. Unique in its colour and very 
early, coming out with the tall bearded Iris. Great cut flower. $12.50 

CHOCOLATE DIP (Hager 86 USA) M 48". Deep velvet brown with rayed orange signals 
oo~~M. ~~ 

CINNAMON ROLL (Niswonger 80 USA) M. Deep brown with yellow signals. Very hardy 
variety and easy grower. HM 82. $5.00 

CINNAMON STICK (Niswonger 83 USA) M 40". Cinnamon red stands; falls the same 
overlaid and speckled gold. Bold! HM 85. Nies Award 90. $5.00 

CUSTOM DESIGN (Hager 81 USA) M 40". Deep maroon brown with bright clear gold 
signals. Smooth I HM 83. $10.00 

DESTINATION (Hager 84 USA) M 40". By far the deepest and richest gold 
variety we have seen . Actually a bright deep orange self. Super colour. HM 86. Nies 
Award. $10.00 

DIMINUENDO (Hager 85 USA) E-M 32". Breeders are looking for some lower growing 
varieties. This is one of the first. It is light lavender blue with small yellow signals. Nice 
form. HM 89. $14.00 

DRAGON RIDER (Hager 83 USA) M 45". Just about our favourite. The colour is rich 
chocolate brown with small orange signals on the falls. Produces 3 flowers out at once. 
A sister to Custom Design. $12.50 

DRESS CIRCLE (Hager 85 USA) M-L 38". Standards are blue violet veined white on 
inside. Falls are bright yellow with a white band and narrow edge of violet. Violet style arms. 
~~ ~~ 

ELAN VITAL (Hager 81) M 38". Huge cream blend with deep yellow. Ruffled wide 
spreading petals. HM 83. $7.50 

ELEANOR HILL (Hager 80) ML 38". Unique colour; light purple stands; falls are bronze. 
Well shaped flowers, good stems. HM 82. $6.00 

EMPATHY (Ghio 81 USA) 38". Greenish tan with deeper brown veining; light yellow 
signals. HM 83. $6.00 

ETHIC (Ghio 78) L 40". Deep blue violet with yellow wash on falls. $8.00 

EURASIA (Ghio 84 USA) L 40". Standards are mauve burgundy; falls are yellow blended 
mauve-burgundy, edged mauve burgundy. HM 86. $9.00 

EVENING DRESS (Ghio 84 USA) ML 40". Standards are blackish to blue-purple. 
Falls are blue-purple with black sheen and slight underglow of yellow in stylearms. 
HM 86. $14.00 

FERGIES POETRY (Ferguson n USA) M 54". Classically formed flowers are close to 
rose purple; yellow signals. Nies Award 82. $6.00 

FIRST FRUITS (Hager 84 USA) EM 48". Orchid pink to orchid mauve with small lemon 
yellow signals. Tall and early. $10.00 

FOLLOW THROUGH (Hager 81) VL 36". Pale blue colour veined deeper blue webbing 
giving a blue self effect. Hardly any gold signal . HM 84. $7.50 

FORTY CARATS (Ferguson 71) ML 54". Richest gold self. Pure colour. Nies 
Award 76. $5.00 

FULL SUN (Ghio 77) L 46". Full yellow self. Popular. HM 78. $5.00 

GILDED CHALICE (Hager 80) ML 38". Mammoth flowers are a complete yellow self. 
Glistening throughout. HM 82. $7.50 
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GOLD MANIA (Blyth 89) Spurla M 42". Pure rich gold self. There are many yellow spurias 
but none as good as this for its colour, weather resistance, growth habits and cut flower 
suitability. It is an excellent garden variety as well as the best Spuria seedling we have 
raised in thousands over the years. $12.50 

GUEST ARTIST (Hager 83 USA) ML 44". Near perfection in plant habits. The colour is 
medium purple, yellow signals are overveined, thus subduing the contrast. Very 
floriferous. Delightful. $10.00 

HEART TO HEART (Ghio 81 USA) L 34". Lovely sea blue self with small signals of lemon 
yellow. $7.50 

HIGHLINE AMETHYST (McCown USA) M 42". Deep reddish purple with gold 
signals . $6.00 

HIGH LINE HALO (McCown 82 USA) M 40". Vivid yellow with a tiny white border on falls 
and stylecrests . $10.00 

HIGH LINE HONEY (Mccown 78 USA) L 48". Honey yellow self with light brown veining. 
HM 80. Nies Award 83. Top Award! $7.50 

HIGHLINE LAVENDER (McCown USA) M 48". Light violet purple. $5.00 

IN DEPTH (Hager 88 USA) M-L 36". Rich deep blue violet with a very small inconspicuous 
signal on falls . From Purple Profondo. Delightful I HM 90. $18.00 

JANICE CHESNIK (Mccown 84 USA) M 55". Much improved form in the yellow shades. 
A tawny gold. Wide and ruffled . Prolific! Nies Award 88. $10.00 

JUBILANT SPIRIT (Hager 83 (USA) ML 38". Bright yellow flowers have a pretty lace 
edging around petals. Elegant! HM 85. $10.00 

JUST REWARD (Ghio 77) L 40". Mid blue with yellow signals. HM 78. $5.00 

LEMON LEA (Blyth 74 Aust) L42". Lemon and gold bitone. $5.00 

LEN KORAN (Rodlonenko Russia) M 30". A compact plant with a mostradiantlight blue
violet flower of chic fine species form. $12.00 

LUCKY DEVIL (GHIO 88 USA) EM 36". Deep blue purple with blackish sheen. Compact 
form. Good grower. HM 90. $20.00 

MARILYN HOLLOWAY (Hager USA) ML 38", Lavender with lemon yellow in falls. 
HM 72. Nies Award 74. $7.50 

MARY'S BEAU BRUMMEL (Mccown 86 USA) M 40". Ruffled deep brown self with no 
visable signals. Good grower. $12.50 

MEDALLION (Roe 75 USA) EM 44". Bronze stands; glowing bronze brown falls , blended 
gold signals . HM 76. $5.00 

MEGATREND (hager 86 USA) M 50". Enormous in all respects is this new Spuria. 
Standards are blue violet on the outer and white veined violet on the inside. Falls mid 
yellow bordered mid violet, signal slightly veined over yellow. HM 88. $17.50 

MINNEOPA (Ferguson 69 USA) M 42". Light blue with wide gold signal. HC 68. $5.00 

MISSOURI BLUE (Niswonger 86 USA) M 44". Deep blue with a smoky hue showing 
through to the smoky brown gold signals. It is a good parent for browns. HM 89. $7.50 

MISSOURI GAL (Niswonger 76) M 40". Cool blue with gold signals. $5.00 

MISSOURI STREAMS (Niswonger 83 USA) M 38". Wide light blue with yellow signal on 
the falls . Sweet clear colour. HM 85. $6.00 

MYSTIFIER (Walker/ Abrego 66 USA) M 46". Standards are a medium lemon yellow; falls 
are deeper tones of gold. Wide and ruffled. HM 88. $7.50 

NORTHERN MUSE (Walker/Abrego 85 USA) M 45". Intense rich deep blue-violet, small 
gold signals. HM 89. $9.00 

NOW THIS (Hager 83 USA) L 36". Very compact wide petalled flowers are an exotic 
mauve purple with a brown influence. Veining of the same colour obliterates the signal. 
Smooth and satisfying. HM 85. $10.00 

OBJET D'ART (Hager 77) M 36". White self with light chartreuse yellow signals. 
HM78. $6.00 

PERFECT SPRING (Hager 85 USA) M-L 43". Standards are lavender with cream styles 
and lavender style crests. Falls are golden bronze edged lavender, yellow signals. 
HM87. $9.00 

PRAIRIE SHADOWS (Ferguson USA) M 48". Dark tan with darker brown line on 
~~ ~00 

PURPLE PROFUNDO (Ferguson 74) M 42''. Smooth antique purple self with slight hint 
of signal. Flat compact form with round flaring form. HM 75. Super colour! $10.00 

REDWOOD SUPREME (Niswonger 79) M 40". Deep reddish brown with intense orange 
yellow falls edged red brown. HM 81 . $6.00 

RESPECT ABLE (Ghio 88 USA) EM 36". Spectrum violet self with small yellow signal on 
falls. Compact form. $20.00 

ROYAL BELISE (Mccown) E 36". Strong purple, small yellow signal. $5.00 

SATIN WOOD (Niswonger 83) M 40". A new deep brown with orange infusion on falls. 
A dependable first year flowerer. HM 85. $5.00 

SMALL PACKAGE (Hager 86 USA) E-M 32". A low growing variety to put in front of some 
of the taller ones. It is a deep lavender blue with deep yellow spearhead signals on falls. 
HM 89. $12.50 

SNOW HAWK (Corlew 88 USA) EM 48". Standards are white; falls are white with gold 
signals of yellow spreading almost to petal edges. Prolific! HM 90. $15.00 

SOCIAL CIRCLE (Corlew 79) M. 38". White with bright yellow signals. Ruffled and 
picoteed petals. $5.00 

SON OF SUN (Wlckenkamp83USA)M 45". Mostbrilliantofyellowswith delightful form. 
EC 82. Presidents Cup 87. Nies Award 87. The awards say it all. $12.50 

SPICED TEA (Niswonger 84 USA) M 42". Light brown standards; falls are gold with a 
light brown rim . HM 86. $10.00 

STRUTTIN (Niswonger 78) EM 36". Light yellow standards; falls are intense yellow with 
amber shadings. Small flowers. Well named. HM 80. $5.00 

TERRA NOVA (Walker/Abrego 86 USA) M 38". Golden russet brown standards; falls are 
vibrant golden brown, deepening at edges, bright gold signal. HM 89. $10.00 

TIGER BLUES (Mccown 80 USA) M 48". Medium blue lavender self; yellow signals with 
brown veining on falls. HM 83. $6.00 

TRANSFIGURATION (Hager 86 USA) M 40". Deep velvety violet, changing to medium 
blue-violet. Signals on falls are smooth brown changing to bronze. From Purple Profondo. ~- ~~ 
WALKER FERGUSON (Colllns 82 New Zealand) M 37". Red brown with gold signals 
merging into the brown of the falls . Small compact flowers. $10.00 

LOUISIANA IRIS 
These iris will grow in similar conditions as do Bearded Iris but have the added 
adaptability of growing well in semi tropical and tropical areas of Australia. 
Areas with high summer rainfall. They will take wet feet, even to growing in 
water. They prefer full sun but in hotter areas light shade could help their 
growth. They are evergreen, will take rich manure, can be moved at any time, 
will not tolerate lime, and like lots of water in summer. In other words very easy 
to grow. Colour range is wide as descriptions below indicate. 

ALL GAZE (Taylor 90 Aust) EM 48". A lovely new ruffled pink bitone from John Taylor. 
Sepals are a pale pink and petals a darker salmon pink. Large orange-yellow signal. Many 
buds on well-branched vigorous stems. HM 89. $25.00 

BATON ROUGE (Dunn 87 USA). A flat formed deep rose pink to light rosy red with a white 
spray pattern. Petal edges are serrated. $12.00 

BAYOU HONEY (Rowlan 83 USA) M 3T'. Ruffled medium red brown with yellow steeple 
signals and red brown styles. $7.50 

BAYOU HEARTIHROB (Faggard 84 USA) L. 34". White with violet overlay and a white 
1/4" band on all petals. Yellow gold crests and green yellow styles. $10.00 

BELLEVUE BUTTERFLY (Bertlnot 84 USA) M. 44". Ruffled cream self with greenish 
gold line signals. Tall and well branched. $8.00 

BELLEVUE COOUETIE (Bertlnot 84 USA) M 35". Heavily ruffled wistaria blue; Ivory 
signal with gold line-on falls . Pretty! $8.00 

BELLEVUE SIREN (Bertlnot 84 USA) M. 30". Rose with a narrow band around edge of 
falls. Mimosa yellow signals. $10.00 

BOB WARD (Morgan 83 USA) M. 36". Standards are white and falls are pale lavander. 
White styles. Popular. HM 88 $7.50 

BOURBON STREET (Dunn 86 USA) M 26". Standards are tan-brown ; falls are red brown 
with a large yellow eye signal on falls. $10.00 

BYRON BAY (Raabe 86 Aust) E 38". A complete self of gentian blue with excellent form 
and growth. Bob Raabe considers it his best. $10.00 

CAMMERAY (Taylor 87 Aust) M 35". Super quality ruffled mid blue on strong well 
branched stems. $8.00 

C'EST BONNE (Dunn 87 USA) M 32". Standards are fuchsia magenta; falls are similar 
with crepe like texture and yellow signals. HM 90. $12.50 



C'EST CHIC (Dunn 84 USA) M 42". Shiny red violet with fine ruffling and cartwheel form . OUR PARRIS (Carrol 90 Aust) M 40". Soft apricot pink blend with lighter standards and 
Tall and well branched. HM 86. $7.50 open airy form. Good grower. AM 88. $12.50 

C'EST SI BON (Taylor 84 Aust) E 35" Blue violet with white all over ray pattern. White PATIENT REWARD (Taylor 87 Aust) M. 30". Heavily substanc:ed and superbly round 
rim on petals. Great! $10.00 formed clear pink. Yellow signals. Greatl $15.00 

CITADEL (Taylor 87 Aust). Very vigorous mid pink bitone with a smoky violet infusion. PERFECT MATCH (Taylor 90 Aust) M 51". Lightly ruffled rosy magenta bitonewith green 
Creamy pink styles and yellow signals. $8.00 heart and large yellow signals. Vigorous grower. $12.50 

DAWNPLANET(Taylor90Aust)M42''.Standardsarelightpinkflushedmauve;fallsare PIECE DE RESISTANCE (Dunn 88 USA) ML 36". Orange red blooms with round 
rosy pink with a green line signal and yellow spray pattern. (Secret Spell X Koorawatha) cartwheel form. Small yellow signals. $15.00 
HM 89. $30.00. 

PLANTATION BEAU (Dunn 85 USA) M 38". Ruffled smooth violet with deeper area 
DELTA DAWN (Dunn 83 USA) M 32''. Dawn tone blend on mauvewood, blue and red. around spear shaped signals of lime green. Violet stylearms. HM 87. $7.50 
Yellow spear. Beautiful branching. HM 85. $6.00 

POSEIDON'S POOL (Taylor 90 Aust) M 50". Large ruffled mid blue flowers, all ruffled and 
DELTA DOVE (Dunn 85 USA) M 34". White with blue lines radiating out from line signal serrated. Tall grower. HC 88. $20.00 
of lime green. HM 87. AM 89. $7.50 

RED ECHO (Rowlan 84 US) EL 36". A direct seedling from Iris Fulva. Scarlet red 
DELTA DOWNS (Dunn88 USA). Very bubbly and serrated cream-gold self with greenish with purple line signal. Scarlet styles. Bright small flowers . The reddest. HM 87. 
signal. $10.00 AM 90. $8.00 

DURAL CHARM (Taylor 83 Aust) M 32". Clear canary yellow self. Unfading, well SAN DOMENICO (Taylor 87 Aust) EM 39". Pure white veined greenish yellow. Yellow 
branched . Lovely. $7.50 signals and yellow green styles. Lovely form. $8.00 

DURAL WHITE BUTTERFLY (Taylor 89 Aust) M-L 48". Tall, wide and ruffled pure white SCARLET LADY (Mertz-Iller 82 USA) ML 45". Iridescent brick red self with yellow line 
self from the Dykes medal winning Helen Naish. HM 88. AM 90 $20.00 signals. $10.00 

EASTER LOVE (Faggard 84 USA) Flaring ruffled pale yellow with a darker purple wash SEA WISP (Rowlan 84 USA) M 36". Wistaria blue self with raised yellow line signals and 
and veining. Easy grower. $9.00 white edges. HM 87. $7.50 

ELUSIVE BUTTERFLY (Ghio 84 USA) EM 40". Lavender violet with white spray pattern SINFONIETTA (Raabe 86 Aust) M 36". This has been very impressive in several gardens 
in the falls. Tall, sturdy and well branched. HM 86. AM 90. $7.50 here in Melbourne and in California. It is a tall mid gentian blue self with very little signal. 

ENTREE (Ghio 85 USA) ML 26". Near white standards; falls are light to mid yellow. Flat .. 
l:ovely show branching . HM (USA) 90. $10.00 

form. Vigorous low growing. $8.00 SOFT LAUGHTER (Hutchinson 90 USA). Warm cream with green veining. Good 

FAT TUESDAY (Dunn 88 USA). Very broad , rich, delicious butter-gold. $12.50 
branching. HM 90. $15.00 

FRANCOIS (Rowlan 85 USA) ML 31 ... Deep rich velvety blue violet with small yellow SWISS CHALET (Taylor 87 Aust) EM 50". Pure white self with the best branching 
available with 6 flowers out at once. $7.50 

signal edged deeper violet. Slight fragrance. Flat form. $8.00 
WINE AND DINE (Taylor 90 Aust) EM 50''. Large wide flowers are smoothly formed and 

GAIA (Taylor 90 Aust) M 42". The centre of all petals is warm cream to yellow, lightening are deep wine red with large yellow signals. Stands out because of its super branching and 
towards the outer. Deeper yellow styles set it off. Good compact form . HM 89. $30.00 makes a spectacular display. Champion Iris at Sydney Iris show 89. $20.00 

GREEN-EYED LOVE (Faggard 84 USA) M 34". Standards are light yellow; falls are light WINE COUNTRY (Dunn 88 USA) M 34". Sparkling burgundy with a plush or velvety fi nish 
yellow with lavender vein ing. Green styles. $7.50 on falls. Tiny yellow green spear signals on falls . $18.00 

HELEN NAISH (Taylor 82/83 Aust) E 44". The first Australian Dykes Medal winner. Good YARRAWONGA (Taylor 85 Aust) ML 35". Rich royal blue self. $7.50 
on you John Taylor. A super iris from Clara Goula, a great parent. Rounded flowers are 
white with green veining and signal. Constant show winner. DM (Aust) 85. $10.00 

JERI (Bertlnot 85 USA) EM 38". Velvety dark grape violet with a small citronyellow line 
signal. EC 85 . HM 90. $8.00 

JOHN'S LUCIFER (Taylor 87 Aust) ML 35". Rich dark black violet flowers from the red 
violet side. Large rounded and heavily ruffled blooms carried on outstanding spikes in 
profusion. Superl AM 87. $20.00 

JOY FLIGHT (Taylor Aust) EM 35". Soft pale yellow with greenish veining on all petals. 
Strong grower. $10.00 

KOORAWATHA (Taylor 87 Aust) M. 28". Rich yellow with the best substance and ruffles 
yet seen in Louisiana Iris. Unfading colour. Beautiful stems with high bud count. A great 
advance. Dykes medal 88 (Aust). $20.00 

KRISTIN (Dunn 85 USA) M. 36". Wine rose self deepening around the yellow green 
signals. $7.50 

LOUIE (Dunn 88 USA) M 34". Blue purplewithvery slight yellow line signal. No distinction 
between standards and falls. $10.00 

LOUISIANA DERBY (Dunn 87 USA) EM 32". Wine violet of flat full cartwheel form . Won 
champion bloom at 89 Sydney Iris show. $12.50 

MARSHA SUE (M11rtzw11ll11r 83 USA) M 34". Orange yellow blending to terracotta. Yellow 
styles and yellow signals. $7.50 

MON CHERI (Dunn 87 USA) M 34". Standards are greenish pink with green styles tipped 
lavender. Falls are grape orchid, green signals. $10.00 

MRS IRA NELSON (Arny USA) ML 36". Delightful pink violetto mineral violet self. Yellow 
crests. Ever popular. $8.00 

NEWSBRIEF (Rowlan 83 USA) ML 32". Chrysanthemum crimson bitone with a lime 
green line signal. $8.00 

OLD SOUTH (Dunn 86 USA) M 34". Standards are ivory, veined and washed light violet. 
Falls are similar with yellow line signals. $10.00 

r 

POSTAL OFFER 
IF YOU ADD $9.00 TO COVER POSTAGE AND 
PACKAGE COSTS, WE WILL ADD AN IRIS TO 

THE VALUE OF $12.50 TO YOUR ORDER 

Gift Voucher 
'We now fiave a very attractive (jift o/ouclier for you 

to gi.ve to gara.ening frientls or reCatives. 
.911[ we neetf is tlieir name antf atftfress antf tlie amount 
you wouitf {i~ to spentf (accompanietf 6y your clieque, 

'Ban/(fara, Master Cara or 'Visa num6er) .. 
'We wi[[ sentf it on to tliem or 6ack.. to you if you prefer. 

P~ase inc{ua.e appropriate postage {for tlieir State} 
to cover cost of senaing tlieir pfants. 



LOUISIANA IRIS AT $5.00 EACH OR 

10 FOR $40.00 PLUS POSTAGE 

ALABASTER MOON: EM 36". Smooth white with yellow signals. 
BLACK GAMECOCK: L 24". Low growing black violet. AM 86. 
BOLD CAJUN: M 42". Red bitone with gold dagger signals. 
BRAZEN: M 32". Straw yellow with tan blush and green veining. 
CAJUN CAPE RS: EM 42". Two toned violet with gold signals. Popular. 
COLORIFJC: M 32". White top, violet falls. Gold signals. 
COMMANDMENT: Lavender pink stands; magenta purple falls. 
CORAK I: EM 32" . Aster violet with diamond shaped gold signals. 
CRISP LIME: M 36". White with lime yellow signals or spears. 
GENTLEMAN: M 36". Red brown with fine green signals. 
GYPSY VIOLET: M 36". Mauve standards and violet falls . 
LAURAL CASHMAN: M 32". White top; pinkish tan falls. 
LUCILE HOLLEY: M 30". Light yellow with greenish yellow signal. 
LITTLE MISS LEIGHLEY: ML 25". Light gold, maroon veining. Low. 
LITTLE MISS SIMS: M 20". Rosy mauve. A cutiel 
MAYAN CHIEF: M 32". Light rose, gold signals. 
MISSISSIPPI GAMBLER: M 34". Gold with rosy brown overlay. 
PROFESSOR CLAUDE: M 34". Rich violet, gold signals. 
PROFESSOR JKE M 44". Rich violet, gold signals. 
RIVER RIDGE : M 36". Ruffled terracotta self, gold signals. 
SAUTERNE: M 36". Pale red violet, gold signals. 
SCREEN GEMS: Deep pink with silvery edge. M 30". 
SEADRIFT: EM 40". Blue violet with white flecks. 
SEXTET: M 32". Light pinkish bitone. 
SILENT WOODS: M 38". White stands; lemon falls . 
SOUTHERNER: M 36". Ochre gold washed henna. 
SOUTHERN LADY: M 34". Crisp icy lavender with muted lime signal. 
SUN DREAM: M 34". Light yellow with orange undertone. 
SUN FURY: ML 30". Medium sunny yellow. 
SUNNY EPISODE: M 38". Flaring, ruffled yellow with lime signal. 
TEVEN: ML 30". Rich violet. Great colour. 
Tl TREE: EL 36". White with green veining. 
TOP NOTCH: M 34". Terracotta to brick red. 
TRIONFO: ML 42". Delightful rich orchid purple self. 
URALBA GOLD: ML 28". Straw yellow with violet veining. 
URALBA MIST: EL 24". Near white with lavender veining . 
WINTER SNOW: ML 40". White with light greenish veining . 

SPECIE IRIS FOR WATER GARDEN 
ROY DAVIDSON (Hagar 87 USA) 34". WIJJ grow In -••r. You may have read about 
the specie hybrid, Holden Clough. This is a mystery Iris as far as its parentage goes. Seed 
from it is difficult to germinate, so it was a surprise when this flowered. It is a grandchild 
from Iris pseudacorus and is similar colour except that the flowers are 31/, across and they 
last for 3 DAYS unlike pseudacorus's one day. Stems have 2 or 3 branches. Flowers are 
bright golden yellow. Foliage is evergreen. Good increaser. For water, bogs or normal 
gardens. $12.50 

BOOKS AVAILABLE FROM TEMPO TWO 
Allfor Australian Conditions 

GROWING DAYLILIES by Graeme Grosvenor $12.95 
GROWING IRISES by Graeme Grosvenor $12.95 
GROWING PERENNIALS by Trevor Nottle $12.95 
Postage: Victoria $1.80. Interstate $2.50. Plus padded bag 50c 
GREEN BARLEY ESSENCE 
(Instant vitamin drink information) (Posted) $4.95 

ORDER FORM 

TEMPO TWO 
Barry and Lesley Blyth 
P.O. Box 60A Pearcedale 3912 
Victoria, Australia 

Order No.: 

(57 East Road, Pearcedale) 
(PLEASE PRINT) 

Date _________ _ 

Name ________________________ _ 

Street _______________________ _ 

Town __________ State _____ Postcode __ _ 

May we substitute if necessary to same D D 
or greater value at no extra cost? Yes No 

Tick 
appropriate 

box 

Delivery time----------------------

Quantity Variety Price 

1 

· 2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 



Quantity Variety Price 

Carried Forward: 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

Post & Package 

MINIMUM AMOUNT $10.00 TOTAL 

lEeRZ 
welcome here 

ACCOUNT WILL NOT BE DEBITED UNTIL PLANTS ARE READY. 

AJC No ........ ... .... ......... .... .... ............ .......... ..... .. .. ... ........ .. ... ... .... ..... ... ... .......... . 

Expiry .......... .. .. ........ ....... ..... ........... .... .. ... .... ........ .. .................. .. .... ..... ... .... .. .. . 

Signature .. ... ... ... .... .. ..... .. ..... .. ................... ..... ....... ... ...... ............. .......... .. .. .. .. . . 

Amt.$ ............ ...... .... .... ... ..... ........... ...... ... ... ....... ... ........ .. ... .. .. ... .......... .... ...... . 

CULTURAL DIRECTIONS FOR BEARDED IRIS 
Bearded iris grow in most areas of Australia except costal areas north of 
Newcastle and coastal areas north of and including Perth. 

They need Winter frost, at least 1 or 2 per winter and low summer rainfall. Hot 
and dry in summer. These conditions initiate spring bloom. The lack of winter 
cold can give lots of leaves and little bloom. Excessive summer rain or water can 
cause rhizome rot. 

Give them a sunny well drained position, Sun being at least half the day, 
perferably afternoon sun. They like similar conditions and cultivation as roses. 

Fertilizers - On planting, a slow release fertilizer. We use and recommend 9 
month Osmocote. In August a side dressing of a balanced fertilizer, such as 
Daphne, Rhode tonic or something with a balanced N. P. K. ratio. Avoid fertilizers 
high in nitrogen such as Blood & Bone, Animal manure and heavy mulches. 
These all cause excessive growth and can cause rhizome rot. If compost is used, 
or old animal manure, dig it in well before planting. Don't put it around rhizomes. 

Replant about every 3 years in December through March. Don't cover the 
rhizome with more than '!," of soil. 

Reasons for non bloom can be many and a combination of some. 
They could be ... 

1. Too crowded. Lift and divide. 
2. Too shaded. Move. 
3. Fertilized with nitrogenous fertilizer. 
4. Planted too deep. Lift and replant. 
5. Overwatering in summer. Once a week is ample. 
6. Lack of frosty mornings. 

WHERE TO FIND US 

Reference 
Melway Map 

140/K9 



GOLDMAN IA 

BRONZING 

SPURIAIRIS 

CHESTNUT 
CHIME 

Collection Price 
of 3 Featured Varieties. 

$27.50 Plus Postage 
(catalogue Value $35.00} 

Spurins like - Hot dry summers 
- Frosty winters 
- Being undisturbedfor years 



SPRING CHILD 

LEGATO 

GIIO micro print 


